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5Rights Foundation’s Response: Introduction

INTRODUCTION
5Rights exists to ensure that children’s rights are observed online. Children’s rights are not optional, however
inconvenient. A fair and equitable data protection regime that respects the rights and privileges of childhood will
restore trust in a sector that has not adequately responded to the needs and rights of children. The AgeAppropriate Design Code (“the Code”) presents the opportunity to re-design children’s online experience in a way
that meets their needs and mirrors the protections and rights that they are afforded in all other contexts. It is
both necessary and desirable for children to engage with the digital environment, but it is the duty of all
stakeholders to create an environment in which they can do so creatively, knowledgeably and fearlessly. We
therefore welcome the Commissioner’s call for evidence.
Our response has been developed following consultation with a large number of organisations and individuals,
both in the UK and internationally. 5Rights’ network is multidisciplinary and includes; computer scientists;
engineers; legal academics and practitioners; designers; privacy experts; technology companies; industry bodies;
academics; politicians and policy makers; NGO’s; children’s charities; child protection experts; child development
experts; teachers; parents; and children of many ages. We are grateful for the scale of their interest, expertise
and input.
We conclude that the Code should set out a number of clearly articulated principles to guide both the design of
online services “likely to be accessed by children” (those under 18), and the regulator’s enforcement regime.
5Rights recommends;
The following 10 Guiding Principles should form the basis of the Code:
1
In determining standards and what measures must be taken, the best interests of the child must be the
paramount consideration
2
A high bar of privacy by default; i.e. safety by design, privacy by design and high privacy by default should
be the norm for all products and services’ features and functionalities likely to be accessed by children
3
Responsibility for data protection rests with online services, not the child
4
Responsibility for enforcement rests with the regulator, not the child
5
The impact of service design on children (under 18) must be considered in advance
6
The Code must reflect and/or enhance, never lessen, existing regulations, legislation, international
agreements and cultural norms that protect children in other contexts, by incorporating and applying
them so that they are enforceable in the digital environment
7
The Code must give clarity to the General Data Protection Regulation’s (“GDPR”) assertion that “children
merit specific protection”
8
The Code must reflect and address the needs and concerns articulated by children themselves
9
That children have different needs at different ages and stages of development and these must be
considered when designing services
10
Online services have a duty to uphold the spirit as well as the letter of the Code
In addition to establishing the principles by which all stakeholders must act, the Code must clearly set out the
Information Commissioner’s expectations for the design of online services. 5Rights’ recommendations focus on
how the overarching principles should apply in practice. To implement our proposals, online services do not need
to rely on new forms of technology, rather on a change of design norms and an acceptance of responsibility
towards children, backed by corporate will.
We welcome the Commissioner’s call for evidence and the opportunity of the Age-Appropriate
Design Code to institute a high level of data protection for children.
A summary of our understanding of key terms and concepts can be found in Appendix A.
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CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT STAGES
The Data Protection Act 2018 (“DPA”) requires the Commissioner to take account of the development needs of
children at different ages when drafting the Code. The proposed age ranges are as follows: 3-5, 6-9, 11-12, 1315,16-17.
Q1. In terms of setting design standards for the processing of children’s personal data by
providers of ISS (online services), how appropriate do you consider the above age brackets would
be?
11

Very appropriate

Q1A. Please provide any views or evidence on how appropriate you consider the above age
brackets would be in setting design standards for the processing of children’s personal data by
providers of ISS (online services).
12

Childhood is a journey from dependence to autonomy. Children, therefore, are not a homogenous group;
their needs differ according to their age and development stage. Aligning children’s services and
experience to their development stage is a legal and social norm followed in, for example, education, 1
crime,2 criminal proceedings3 and content regulation.4

13

There is a danger that proposing age groups may be interpreted as a demand for an ‘age-banded Code’.
5Rights does not consider this the right approach. Having regard to children’s different needs at different
ages 5 should be a basic tenant of design of service.

5Rights recommends
14
A requirement, within the Code that ISS must;
●

Consider the needs and “best interests” of children in each individual age group likely to access their
service

●

Take steps to meet those needs in the default design of services

●

Be able to account for the decisions they took with supporting evidence
And for the Commissioner and/or the Court, when enforcing the Code, have regard to the;

●

Age groups of children “likely to access” an ISS

●

Steps the ISS has taken to meet the “best interests” of those children

●

Evidence the ISS has put forward

This would substantially reduce both the accidental or wilful design of services that do not offer
sufficient data protection for children of different ages.
Q2. Please provide any views or evidence you have on children’s development needs, in an online context in
each or any of the above age brackets.
15

Characteristics associated with child development are non-specific to the digital environment, or to any
particular child, gender, socioeconomic, ethnic or regional background. What they offer is an overall
understanding of the capacity and skills a child might be expected to have at each stage of development,
i.e. at a broadly similar age, thereby offering a guide to their capacity for interacting with instructions,
information, choices and concepts relating to the use of their data. Appendix B sets out an overview of
development capacity in the age ranges set out by the Information Commissioner.

16

5Rights recognises the evolving capacity of children in different age groups and welcomes the
development stages as set out by the Commissioner.
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THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
The Data Protection Act 2018 requires the Commissioner to take account of the UK’s
obligations under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (“UNCRC”) when drafting the Code.
Q3. Please provide any views or evidence you have on how the Convention might apply in the
context of setting design standards for the processing of children’s personal data by providers
of ISS (online services).
17

The UNCRC was signed in the UK in 1990.6 Changes brought about by digital technologies are not yet
formally recognised in its articles, however it is widely understood that rights are not context specific. 7

18

Article 3 is the overarching right of the child that states that in all actions concerning children “the best
interests of the child shall be a primary consideration”. 8

19

Additionally, the following General Comments relating to Article 3 are relevant to the Code;
●

No.14 (2013) promotes the “full respect of children as rights holders” and provides that a child’s best
interests may be “the paramount consideration” 9

●

No. 20 (2016) asserts that the implementation of the rights of children should take account of “children’s
development and their evolving capacities”10

●

No 20 (2016) cautions that “generic policies designed for children and young people often fail to address
adolescents… and are inadequate to guarantee the realisation of their rights. The costs of inaction and
failure are high; the foundations laid down during adolescence in terms of emotional security, health,
sexuality, education, skills, resilience and understanding of rights will have profound implications, not
only for their individual optimum development, but for present and future social and economic
development” 11

20

Of the other 54 articles that make up the UNCRC, the following are of particular interest in relation to data
protection; 12
●

Article 2 states that children have the right not be discriminated against

●

Article 5 requires States to respect the responsibilities, rights and duties of parents or carers to provide
appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise of the child’s right, in accordance with their evolving
capacities

●

Article 6 places States under a duty to ensure the development of the child to the “maximum extent
possible”

●

Article 12 provides children with the right to express their views in all matters concerning them

●

Article 13 gives children the right to freedom of expression, including to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas of all kinds

●

Article 16 prohibits arbitrary or unlawful interference with a child’s privacy

●

Article 17 ensures that a child has access to information and material, and sets out the requirement for
States to encourage age-appropriate guidelines for the protection of a child from information and
material that is injurious to their wellbeing

●

Article 31 provides children with the right to rest and leisure time

21

In 2017, the UN Human Rights Council passed a resolution that noted “violations and abuses of the right to
privacy in the digital age may affect all individuals, including with particular effects on…[certain groups
including] children…”13

22

5Rights welcomes the inclusion of the UNCRC within the Code, specifically that the “best interests” of
the child are the paramount consideration in forming a data protection Code for children. It also
serves to clarify for others that a child is any person under 18.
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ASPECTS OF DESIGN
We have answered Questions 4 – 5D for each aspect of design, however our answers are predicated on the
proposal that the 10 Guiding Principles (paragraphs 1 - 10) form the basis of the Code and apply to each aspect.
Please provide any views or evidence:
Q4. You think the Commissioner should “have regard to” when explaining the meaning and coverage of these
terms in the Code.
Q5A. About the opportunities and challenges you think might arise in setting design standards for the
processing of children’s personal data by providers of ISS (online services), in each or any of the above areas.
Q5B. About how the ICO, working with relevant stakeholders, might use the opportunities presented and
positively address any challenges you have identified.
Q5C. About what design standards might be appropriate (i.e. where the bar should be set) in each or any of the
above areas and for each or any of the proposed age brackets.
Q5D. Examples of ISS design you consider to be good practice.

DEFAULT PRIVACY SETTINGS
Meaning
23
Privacy settings determine the extent to which a child’s personal data is processed by an ISS, including
how it can disseminate such data to its wider network of group companies, subcontractors and affiliates,
to its clients including advertisers, to other customers (both known and unknown), and to third parties
such as public authorities (e.g. school, health services) or third sector and commercial companies. Privacy
settings dictate what personal data may be processed, i.e. collected, used and shared, and how long
personal data can be held.
24

25

Privacy is typically set by a combination of:
●

Terms and conditions and/or privacy notices

●

Norms of a particular service

●

Choices made by the user in device and service settings

●

Software design

●

Parental controls

●

Predetermined settings in shared and smart environments, e.g. public Wi-Fi, hotspot, sensors and smart
homes
Default privacy settings are the privacy settings if a user takes no action to change them, or if the user
cannot change them.

Challenges for children
26
Default settings determine the data privacy of the vast majority of users, including children. Users
very rarely deviate from default settings and 95% never change their privacy settings .14 For example, 10%
of 12-15-year olds amend their settings to use a web browser in privacy mode, 15 and only 18% change their
profile settings on social media.16 Children also experience consent fatigue when repeatedly asked to tick
boxes and agree to things when browsing on different sites. Consent is viewed as a chore rather than
something meaningful. The outcome is that children do not review terms or notices, so the default privacy
settings apply. Most often that default affords the least privacy protection. 17
27

Default settings are onerous to change
During Mark Zuckerberg’s appearance before the Senate’s Commerce and Judiciary Committee,18 it was
noted that Facebook allows for high privacy settings, but the user “really has to work at it.” When asked to
“commit to changing all user default settings to minimize to the greatest extent possible, the collection
and use of user’s data”, Mark Zuckerberg was unwilling to commit Facebook to doing so voluntarily.
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28

If users do change privacy settings,19 tech updates often return to settings to default, meaning that
users are forced to check and reset them repeatedly 20

29

Concepts of data privacy are poorly understood by children
Anne Toth, ex-Head of Privacy at Google and ex-Chief Trust Officer at Yahoo, suggests that a “privacy
violation is when my expectations have been violated.” 21 However, children should not be expected to
understand what constitutes data privacy. 22 For example, they may not know how ISS harvest their
personal data, that a service may continue to collect data even once they have navigated away from it 23 or
be aware of the vast breadth of personal information being collected (Appendix A).

30

Children overestimate their online privacy
Despite neither checking24 nor changing25 default privacy settings, many children feel their ‘online worlds’
on a personal device are private zones. 26 However, personal information is routinely and broadly collected.
For example, Facebook collects a complete log of telephone calls and texts, including time and date,
numbers called and duration, and whether or not the user is actively using its service. 27 Since most children
do not understand the extent to which data is shared (paragraphs 139 - 141), they are also unlikely to
appreciate how their personal data is used to track, monitor, interpret or influence their behaviour. 28 In
5Rights’ work, we often find that once the implications of data privacy are explained to children, they
express concern and some outrage about current practices, and themselves call for greater privacy. 29

31

Developmentally, children are unable to anticipate and evaluate the consequences 30 of data
processing31
The ability to understand and weigh up long-term consequences doesn’t emerge until late teens. It
develops unevenly and is typically not fully developed until an individual reaches their 20s. 32 Therefore, a
child is unlikely to understand the consequences of data processing, nor take steps to militate against
extensive collection and other types of processing. For example, aggregating data sets allows inferences
to be made that may impact their ability to access employment, social welfare and credit. 33

32

Default privacy settings favour data collection
ISS have a financial interest in keeping privacy settings at the minimum level (paragraphs 138, 152).
Services widely used by children, even children under the age of 13, 34 such as Instagram and Twitter, set
profile pages public by default.35 UKCCIS found that 42% of child social media users knew they had a
public profile, and a further 26% did not know the difference between a public or private profile. 36
The Norwegian Consumer Council’s report Deceived by Design: How Tech Companies Use Dark Patterns to
Discourage Us From Exercising Our Rights to Privacy found that default settings are used by many
companies, including Facebook, Google and Microsoft to manipulate users, and to nudge them towards
the most privacy intrusive options. The Council determined this was “unethical” and not in accordance
with principles of data protection by default and by design. It found the platforms’ privacy settings: 37

33

●

Are privacy intrusive by default

●

Use misleading words that omit or downplay key information

●

Offer more limited control of privacy and data than initially appears

●

Hide privacy-friendly choices and obscuring settings

●

Create choice architecture where choosing the privacy-friendly option requires significantly longer
processes

●

Dashboards are difficult to navigate, “more resembling a maze than a tool for user control”

●

Present users with take it or leave it choices, including no ability to freely postpone decision-making and
threatened loss of functionality or deletion of account if the privacy intrusion option was not chosen
Children’s personal data creates an indefinite legacy
The long-term effects of permanent data gathering are not yet known. Childhood is a time of rapid
development. There is an inevitable disconnect between an enduring online identity or footprint, and the
older self to whom the identity or footprint is still connected. For example, the UK’s first Youth Police and
Crime Commissioner, Paris Brown, resigned from her post following criticisms of messages she posted on
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Twitter between the ages of 14 and 16.38 Similarly, many called for Mhairi Black, a member of the SNP and
youngest MP in the UK, to be sacked after comments she made on Twitter as a teenager were revealed. 39
34

Emerging technologies increase the amount of data being collected by default
Children increasingly live in a world of Internet of Things (“IoT”). Colloquially referred to as smart toys,
smart homes, smart classrooms and smart cities; networked devices collect and process data in multiple
environments. Connected baby monitors, voice-controlled TVs and toy dolls are able to continuously
record and stream video and audio information to data centres 40 in ways that are opaque to children
and/or parents.41 For example, a 2017 report #WatchOut42 found that three out of four smart watches
worn by children allowed strangers to track and communicate with the child. Additionally, WIRED found
that user’s activity data, publicly available through fitness tracker Strava, could be linked to the names of
individuals.43 In a recent report, Which? found that the smart TV they tested, connected to 700 different IP
addresses in 15 minutes44.
Robot design of toys, the rise of voice controls, rises in biometric data collections 45 and affective
computing,46 allow companies to understand very intimate details of a child’s life (often more than the
child or parent themselves) in a way that was previously impossible and is yet to be fully understood.

35

Biometric or voice-activated services take increasingly intimate personal data
For example, sentiment data (emotional state) captured by home assistants;47 heartbeat and pulse taken
whilst playing games;48 or the development of affective computing methodologies that will monitor the
emotional state of drivers and their passengers.49

36

Many internet-connected devices lack “even basic cyber security provisions” 50
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport’s report Secure by Design (2018) found that:
●

Privacy concerns are given too low a priority in the design process 51

●

Manufacturers and suppliers have few incentives to prioritise built-in security52

●

High expectations are placed on consumers to proactively protect their devices and their privacy,
including changing default passwords, updating devices and “opting-out” of sharing their personal
information, with limited access to clear and relevant information to enable them to make informed
purchasing decisions53

●

Common default usernames and passwords set by manufacturers are frequently identified as
weaknesses in IoT products54

●

Some products designed specifically for children have had security issues that left voice recordings and
images (that families believed were private) open, and available to the public, or easily accessible 55

5Rights recommends
37
The Code should require ISS to provide a high bar of data privacy by default 56
This would reverse current industry norms and would ensure a child’s privacy was safeguarded as
standard. In the subsequent section, 5Rights sets out its recommendations for default high privacy
standards for each aspect of design. The default high setting must allow a child to use the service in a
meaningful way and service design must not include deliberate attempts to encourage a child to open up
default settings that are not in his or her “best interests”.
Additionally
38
The privacy standards of online services should be rated and labelled, for example, using a traffic light
system
The BBC and the BBFC use icons and age ratings to provide content advice. 57 The Food Standards Agency
uses a traffic light system to provide consumers with nutritional information. 58 A similar approach could be
taken to privacy ratings. The Commissioner would set criteria to determine an online service’s privacy
rating and would also judge compliance with its published rating thereby transferring the responsibility
from the child to the ISS and regulator. 59
39

Rating and labelling of default privacy settings should be standardised so they become familiar to a
child (and parents) as they go from one service to another
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This does not mean that privacy settings cannot be designed within brand and character of the service.
This does mean that there would be clarity about what the privacy offer is. Criteria to be determined by
the Commissioner.
40

Guidance on privacy by design for developers should be published
The digital experience of those with disabilities has been transformed since the universal adoption of
accessibility design standards online. 60 Australia’s e-safety Commissioner is developing a ‘Safety by
Design’ framework that is grounded in children’s rights and will harness industry’s responsibility to
safeguard its users at the outset and before they are released to the market. 61 Privacy by Design standards
within the Code would be equally transformative for children’s privacy in the digital ecosystem. This
approach has particular relevance for SMEs and start-ups who may have limited developer resource.

41

Children should have the ability to change settings, but as they do so, the impact of decisions (to
open or reinstate restrictions) must be made clear in language suitable for the youngest user group
routinely accessing an ISS
Even if the youngest users are below the online service’s official joining age.

42

Settings must revert to default high once a child logs out or navigates away from a service

43

High privacy settings must not be used to unnecessarily restrict or block children from services

44

The ICO should consider precautionary measures and guidance for new technologies
Being mindful of the speed at which new technologies can emerge, the Council of Europe recommends
precautionary measures, including assessing on a regular basis any risks of harm that these may pose to
children’s health, despite the absence of certainty at that time with regard to scientific and technical
knowledge of the existence or extent of such risks. 62 In particular, the Commissioner might consider the
implications of affective computing (which gathers data about emotional state), 63 or tools such as
watches,64 in order to determine what level of intimate data gathering is permissible and/or in a child’s
best interests.

DATA MINIMISATION STANDARDS
Meaning
45
Data is generated and collected from individuals through almost every action online. The GDPR states
that data minimisation is the principle of restricting what is collected to that which is “adequate, relevant
and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed” 65. This principle
applies to data collected directly from the user, as well as data collected by third parties, including data
which is observed, derived or inferred when tracking a user’s activities or combining data sets.
46

Among the more visible data collection strategies are:
●

Signing up to services and accepting terms and conditions

●

Customer service interactions (including Interactive Voice Response applications)

●

Online and mobile questionnaires

●

Chatbots

●

Searching

●

Transactional Data

●

Logging in

●

Sharing content (images, videos, location)

●

Commenting (e.g. liking, commenting, retweeting)

47

Among strategies less understood by a user, particularly a child, are:
●

IoT sensory/actuator data66

●

Radio Frequency Identification Tags (“RFID”)67
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●

Cookies

●

Fingerprinting68

●

Tracking Pixels69

●

Entity Tags (known as “E-Tags”)70

●

Browsing history

●

Internet connection

●

Microphones

●

Cameras (including video and recording)

●

Global Positioning Systems (“GPS”)

●

Keystroke logging

●

Metadata

●

Social media

●

Loyalty cards

●

Gaming apps, e.g. Apple Game Center app

●

Satellite imagery

●

Employer databases

●

Email providers, i.e. Google and Yahoo

Challenges for children
48
The scale of data collection is not apparent to children
Appendix C sets out the data routinely collected from children on some popular sites.
49

Children cannot be expected to determine what level of data collection is proportionate or necessary 71
For example, some schools threaten that a child will not be able to enrol without supplying information
including a child’s ethnicity, service child status, language or Special Educational Needs provision, 72 and
yet it may not be necessary, legal or in a child’s best interest to give it.

50

Unfettered collection of personal data allows services to build extremely detailed profiles about their
users
Companies collect ever-greater amounts of data about their users.73 Data includes a child’s
communications, interests, contact with others, emotional reactions, facial expressions, purchases and
vital signs,74 revealing a child’s relationships, movements, connections and patterns of behaviour. 75
Detailed profiling makes children vulnerable to outside influence and may contravene their rights
(paragraphs 105 – 107, 110 - 111). Increasingly, data is collected at scale in all childhood contexts. For
example, school data collection includes; what students buy, their attainment, technical devices used,
building access times, sickness and profiling of attainment and behaviour, the collection of which is
“routine and part of everyday delivery of education in England.” 76

51

There are few data minimising choices available
Children cannot be expected to determine what level of data collection is proportionate or necessary.77
Only 31% of sites/apps offer controls to limit the collection of personal information from children. 78 Most
ISS define their services and products very broadly, which obfuscates that only partial or temporary data
collection is necessary for a particular function. Even ISS that require payment, including Netflix and
Amazon have onerous data collection policies and few data minimising choices available for child users.

52

Data is held for longer than is necessary
Online, privacy policies (which form part of terms and conditions; paragraph 68) often state that data is
held for a vague and unspecified time period. For example, Pokemon Go keeps data for “as long as we
need to provide the Services to you and fulfil the purposes set out in this privacy Policy”, Amazon says “as
long as required”,79 and EA Games “as long as reasonably necessary to provide you services, create and
improve our products, comply with the law and to run our business”, without specifying how long this is. 80
Some online services reserve the right to retain data even when the account is closed, for example,
Playstation.81
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53

Data is shared widely between products and services
For example, Google’s terms and conditions allow routine sharing of data across: Android Auto, Android
Messages, Android OS, Android One, Android Phones, Android Tablets, Calendar, Cardboard, Chrome,
Chrome Web Store, Chromebook, Chromecast, Contacts, Daydream View, Docs, Drive, Earth, Finance,
Forms, Gboard, Gmail, Google Alerts, Google Allo, Google Cast, Google Classroom, Google Cloud Print,
Google Duo, Google Expeditions, Google Express, Google Fit, Google Flights, Google Fonts, Google
Groups, Google Home, Google One, Google Pay, Google Play, Google Play Apps, Google Play Games,
Google Play Movies and TV, Google Play Music, Google Store, Google Street View, Google Wi-Fi, Google
for Education, Google+, Hangouts, Inbox by Gmail, Keep, Maps, News, Photos, Pixel 2, Play Protect,
Project Fi, Scholar, Search, Sheets, Sites, Slides, Tilt Brush, Translate, Trips, Voice, Waze, Wear OS by
Google, YouTube, YouTube Gaming, YouTube Kids, YouTube TV. 82

54

Children give more data points than adults
Data gathering on those using mobile devices is more precise than for those using computers. 83 Since
children disproportionately access ISS by mobile devices, they are routinely giving up more data. In 2017,
86% of 12-15 year olds used a smartphone regularly, 84 compared to a laptop or computer (39%).85 86% of
3-4 years old’s have access to a tablet. 86

55

Parents are often unaware of the privacy risks of shared and communal devices
Smart systems are already present in our homes and workplaces (toys, TVs, security systems, etc.) and
gather data, often without engaging the data subject. For example, Alexa; whilst signing-up requires
consent to data privacy settings, there is no distinction made between data gathered from children and
adults.87 The data implications of monitoring voices and instructions cannot reasonably be expected to be
understood by children in the home nor those children who visit, especially when they see parents talking
to virtual assistants and are encouraged to do so themselves.
Parents are often unaware of data privacy in relation to IoT devices. Nor do they consider the privacy
settings on devices that might gather data about children under adult contracts and agreements, for
example, with their broadband provider. Many children receive ‘hand-me-down’ phones as parents or
older siblings upgrade, with no corresponding tightening of data privacy control.
5Rights is concerned that the failure of online services to provide data minimisation by default, creates
security risks that can be used to sexually exploit children. A report from the Internet Watch Foundation
documents 2000 cases where children had live-streamed videos of themselves via their webcam, mobile
or tablet. In many cases, the report found that “the children appeared to be completely unaware a
recording was being made.”88

56

Data can create misleading profiles of children
Commercial data gathered on children may be used to infer preferences, beliefs and behaviours that are
inaccurate and create a record of their activities that may be unwanted or unjust (paragraph 106 - 107). So
too for education and health data. For example, the Department for Education sells extensive and
identifiable personal pupil data (including sensitive, personal data) to commercial companies. 89 The scale
on which data is collected from pupils means that mistakes and inaccuracies are inevitable. Even if correct,
inferences may reinforce existing prejudices, unfair assumptions and stereotypes.

5Rights recommends
57
Data processing must be determined by, and aligned to, a child’s exact use of a service
So that children can use individual products and only give or lend (i.e. subject to expiry notice) data to
perform those actions necessary to perform a specific service. For absence of doubt, this would prevent
sharing between companies within a single entity, between entities and within the different strands of a
single company, unless proven to be in the best interests of the child. For example, a child may wish only
to use Google’s search tool and could instead be offered a private window with a correspondingly narrow
data collection and no dissemination.
Additionally
58
Data minimisation must be by design, and not require arduous or additional user management
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59

The use of ‘catch all’ purposes should be prevented
Phrases used to allow essentially unlimited data collection such as; “provide, troubleshoot, and improve
services”,90 “communicate with you”,91 “connect you with people and organisations that you care about”, 92
“make recommendations and suggestions to you and other users” 93 should be prohibited. For example,
automated voice analysis used to detect when a user is vulnerable to “improve communication”,94 is better
understood as “by tracking your vocal stress we are able to identify moments at which you will be most
vulnerable to commercial offers.”95

60

Data expiry, data caps and time limits should be introduced as standard
Routine use of data expiry (with a much shorter expiry time) would allow online services to temporarily
collect children’s data to perform a service, which would then expire as they log-out or navigate away,
and/or offer time-limited data collection in the “best interests” of the child. The Commissioner may wish
to consider recommending caps and time limits for the collection of children’s data by ISS in a similar (but
inverse) manner to the way mobile operators quantify and restrict their customers’ access to data.

61

A child’s data must only be taken during active use of ISS
Data collection should cease at the first of; logging off, navigating away, quitting the screen, closing app,
etc.

62

Mandatory deletion of data should be the expectation when a child closes or stops using an account
It must be opt-in to saving data when deciding to leave/delete an online service. If no action is taken, the
ISS must delete the remaining data. An account that has been inactive (i.e. proactively by the child) for
more than six months should be considered closed and subject to the above.

63

The Code should provide guidance on how to balance public benefit against the best interests of
individual children
Health data collection might be considered to be in the best interests of a child, and society more
generally. However, the recent sale of NHS data to Deep Mind 96 raises questions about the implications of
sharing highly personal data with a commercial company and the extent to which a child has any
meaningful choice. Similarly, concerns have been raised about the amount of sensitive data collected by
the National Pupil Database (“NPD”) in England (paragraphs 49 - 50)97 that has been sold to private
companies.98 The NPD has now suspended applications for access pending a review. Each purpose that a
child’s data is used for must be subject to precautionary measures.

64

When determining whether the principle of data minimisation has been adhered to, the following
metrics might be considered;
●

Context, i.e. different rules for education, social, health, entertainment

●

Amount of data, i.e. restrict the amount of data collected by services

●

Longevity, i.e. how long the service intends to keep the data

●

Sensitivity, i.e. what is the nature of what may be revealed

●

Spread, i.e. how far and how quickly does the ISS intend to spread it

●

Age, i.e. what age is the child whose data it is

●

Purpose, i.e. is the purpose in the best interests of the child

●

Specificity, i.e. is it for an anonymised large-scale data set, or is it revealing behaviours and interests of
an individual child or identifiable group of children

●

An assessment of predictable, but unintended consequences
In an increasingly automated digital environment, the above considerations would offer a guide to
‘appropriate’ use of children’s data.

65

Children should be given repeated and frequent offers to delete the data they have created, including
on logging in, logging out and at predetermined intervals while using an ISS

66

Adults should be regularly reminded to set privacy settings on their own devices and services
appropriate to the data protection of the youngest user
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THE LANGUAGE AND PRESENTATION OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND PRIVACY
NOTICES
Meaning
67
Terms and conditions, also known as ‘terms of service’ and ‘T&C’s’, set out the contract between an online
service and the user. They describe the product and services, outline the user’s rules of engagement with
the service and with other users (also known as ‘community guidelines’). Topics covered include; content
and intellectual property, information on how a user can modify or terminate their use of services,
warranties, disclaimers and liabilities.
68

The privacy notice (also known as ‘data or privacy policy’) forms part of an online service’s terms and
conditions. It outlines the information that a user provides when they use the service, the information a
service collects,99 and the information received from third parties. It explains how and why information is
used, how it is shared,100 how long it is stored, and how users can control their information. 101 The privacy
notice also sets out the basis or bases upon which the online service is relying to process a user’s data 102
and how a user can exercise their rights (including data retention, account deactivation and deletion).

69

Consent to data processing must be given by affirmative action.103 Under the DPA, children aged 13 or
over may consent to ISS processing their personal data (including privacy notices). A parent or guardian
must consent on behalf of a child below 13.104 Non-consent based processing does not require the user’s
consent to be lawful.105

Challenges for children
70
Children don’t read terms and conditions and privacy notices
It has been estimated that it would take the population of the USA 54 billion hours collectively each year
to read the privacy policy of each new website they visit. 106 If adults and/or experts don’t read terms and
conditions,107 then the expectation that children do is cynical. Obar and Oeldorf-Hirsch state “the practice
of ignoring privacy and terms of service agreements is common knowledge, which points to regulatory
failure.”108
71

Children don’t understand what they are being asked to consent to
BBC research found that children are signing-up to services (YouTube, Twitter, Snapchat, Google,
Instagram, Facebook, Reddit and Apple) with terms and conditions that require a university level
education to understand.109 The Norwegian Consumer Council’s report Deceived by Design questioned
whether a user’s consent, given in circumstances where intrusive default settings nudged users towards
the least privacy-friendly option, can be said to be explicit, informed and freely given. 110

72

Children want to participate
The reason why children join a service is because they want to use it, often in that exact moment. They see
terms and conditions and privacy notices as an unwanted and unnecessary barrier. 111

73

Terms and conditions are non-negotiable
Terms and conditions operate in a “take it or leave it” manner. YouTube, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Skype and
many other ISS make joining a service conditional on agreeing wholesale to terms and conditions,
including privacy notices.112 If the price for refusing consent is being locked out of services, many children
feel compelled to agree.113 This raises the question of whether consent can be relied upon as a basis for
lawful processing of children’s personal data.114

74

Children are developmentally unable to give meaningful consent
The ICO’s Children and the GDPR Guidance states that all data controllers must consider the competence
of a child to understand the implications of the collection and processing of their personal data. The same
guidance also requires data controllers to consider any imbalance in power between the ISS and child
when determining whether a child’s consent is freely given. 115 Even when children are given an
opportunity to grant permission for data to be collected, combined and resold, they are unlikely to fully
appreciate the many ways in which this may impact their long-term privacy.116 In Gillick v West Norfolk
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[1984],117 Mr Justice Woolf stated that "... a child must be capable of making a reasonable assessment of
the advantages and disadvantages … in order for consent to be fairly described as true consent”.
If children don’t read terms and conditions, don’t understand what they mean and are unable to evaluate
long-term consequences of agreeing, it is unreasonable for online services to claim that a child has given
meaningful consent to process their data.
75

Terms and conditions presented to children do not reflect their development vulnerabilities
The understanding that children are vulnerable to commercial pressure, and the expectation that they
should not be commercially exploited is set out by the Advertising Standards Authority (“ASA”), 118 the
GDPR119 and the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child 120, among others. ISS’ explanations for why
user’s data is collected does not account for children’s credulity, financial situation or development stage.

5Rights recommends
76
Routine failure by an online service to adhere to its own published rules, including, joining age,
community rules, terms and conditions and privacy notices, should be considered a breach of the
Code and therefore subject to the full extent of enforcement penalties under GDPR 121
Until terms and conditions and privacy notices are upheld by online services, those services should not be
entitled to rely on them. The Federal Trade Commission are investigating Facebook for failing to uphold
an agreement that stated Facebook would not share users’ data without their consent. 122 The Consumer
Rights Act 2015 offers a legal precedent for putting published rules on a statutory footing; it requires terms
and notices to be fair. Article 62(5) and 62(7) defines that “a term [or notice] is unfair if it causes a
significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations under the contract to the detriment of the
consumer”, and will not be binding on the consumer. 123
The combined effect of rating a service’s privacy offer (paragraphs 38 - 39), requiring high privacy settings
by default and by design (paragraph 37), and rigorously enforcing the obligation to uphold published terms
and conditions, privacy notices and community rules, would be to create a virtuous circle in which a child
could instantaneously judge an online service’s privacy offer, and the regulator would be able to ensure it
was upheld. Thus moving responsibility for safeguarding a child’s privacy from the child to the online
service and the responsibility for enforcement from the child to the regulator.
Additionally
77
The limitations of consent as a lawful basis for data processing should be made clear
Instead, the Commissioner should promote “legitimate interest” (which requires ISS to balance
commercial considerations against the best interests of the child) as a more equitable basis upon which to
process children’s data.
78

Children must not be expected to police compliance of contracts that they have not read (paragraphs
188 – 189)

79

Binary choices should be avoided
The “take it or leave it” nature of terms and conditions and privacy notices does not allow for meaningful
choice. This contributes to an ecosystem that routinely sends the implicit message to children that there
are no meaningful choices to be made, thus disempowering them. Standardised privacy regimes that
adhere to data minimisation principles (paragraphs 57 - 66) would ensure that terms and conditions are
meaningful.

80

Whilst consent is still in use to collect a child’s data, existing ICO guidelines on consent and
communicating privacy notices 124 should be included as part of the Code and thereby put on a
statutory basis - see Appendix D

81

Where written terms and conditions, community rules and data privacy notices are relied upon to
establish lawful consent to data processing, they must;
●

Have a maximum reading age of the youngest person invited to use the service Language must
be appropriate to age and development stage and have a Flesch-Kincaid readability test score
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between 60-70.125 We note that Government’s own Digital Service tells online services to write for a 9
year old reading age to ensure that the average person in the UK ,who speaks English as their first
language, can understand quickly and easily. 126
●

Meet the development needs of children under the minimum joining age who use an ISS because
the joining age is not enforced127
For the avoidance of doubt, this is additional to any action taken by the Commissioner against an ISS
for failure to uphold its own age restrictions (paragraph 76)

●

Be brought to a child’s attention - upfront, in context and on demand
Children at different ages may require different placement of privacy information. Younger children
are often signed up by parents and then left alone, so upfront privacy is useful. Meanwhile, older
children (ages 15 - 17) who are in a developmental stage where risk taking is the norm, may be more
likely to adhere to ‘in use’ messages or on demand. Those aged 10 - 12 would usefully be offered all
three repeatedly, since they have the least understanding of consequence, are most likely to take risk
and least experienced at using services autonomously. A good practice example is Facebook’s popup for posting a photo which offers a bright “who can see this?” link that explains that aspect of its
privacy terms.128

82

Where it is proven that children using an online service routinely fail to understand terms and
conditions and privacy notices, an ISS should be found in breach of the Code and compelled to rewrite
them

83

The Information Commissioner should explore the potential for joint regulatory action where terms
and conditions breach consumer protection law

84

The introduction of personalised terms and conditions
In time 5Rights would like to see the introduction of a single protocol (set of conditions) that meaningfully
encompasses all of a child’s personal choices about how their data is processed and embodies their
individual privacy needs and tolerances. This protocol would be done once, and would then apply
wherever they go in the digital environment. It could be changed over time, by the child, to reflect their
changing capacity and needs. Such a protocol should be universal, machine readable and industry-wide.
Its introduction would reimagine current industry norms that routinely use personalisation for commercial
purposes, by putting the same technology in the service, and in the best interests of the child. We note
that there is no technological barrier to its introduction, only political and corporate will. 129 Their
introduction should not lessen any of the provisions suggested above.

USES OF GEOLOCATION TECHNOLOGY
Meaning
85
Location data is defined in the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulation (“PECR”) 2003 as “any
data processed in an electronic communications network indicating the geographical position of the
terminal equipment of a user of a public electronic communications service, including data relating
to[…](f) the latitude, longitude or altitude of the terminal of equipment; (g) the direction of travel of the
user; or (h) the time the location information was recorded.”130
More colloquially, it is data about where you have been, where you are currently or where you are going.
86

Location data may be made public (by the user, by the ISS or by a third party) and/or it may be collected
and used by the ISS without being made public.

87

Some services use geolocation technology directly to perform services, for example; augmented reality
games, mapping, transport, food delivery and tracking services. Other services use geolocation for
purposes that are not directly related to the users’ needs,131 for example; for profiling, advertising and
personalising content.132

Challenges for children
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88

Children have to share their location data to access services 133
Many services make location-sharing a condition of service, when the functionality required by the child
can be provided without knowing the child’s location.134 For example, Snapchat states “when you use our
services we may collect information about your location”, 135 then states “if you don’t agree with [the terms
of service], then don’t use the Services.” 136 If a child posts to Our Stories on Snapchat, their location is
shared universally for 24 hours, even when in ghost mode (which is meant to hide a user’s location). Snap
says, “Story submissions that are set to be viewable by Everyone and any content that you submit to an
inherently public service, like Our Story and other crowd-sourced services… may be viewed and shared by
the public at large both on and off our services, including through search results, on websites, in apps, and
in online and offline broadcasts.”

89

ISS track child users even when they aren’t using their services
For example, Instagram collects geolocation information even when the app is not in active use. 137 That
information can be shared across all Facebook Products. Where geolocation settings are adjusted to be
more private, they may be switched back on as a result of upgrades. 138

90

Children may assume that a device or service is not tracking or sharing their location data because it
isn’t being published
Whilst consent to public sharing of a child’s location is more frequently (though not always) sought, online
services track users (including geotagging and geolocation) for their own purposes by default. 139 Harvard
graduate and former Facebook Intern, Aran Khanna says, “because there are no readily visible
consequences to sharing location, users are not incentivised to devote attention to what the default of
sharing is revealing about them”.140

91

It is difficult for users to know whether an online service is using their location
Google has been found collecting and sharing location data after users disabled their location. 141 And
AccuWeather was found to collect geolocation data, despite users not giving permission for them to
access it.142 Apple reminds users when an App is using their location in the background 143 but their promise
does not cover Apple’s own geolocation settings on the user’s Apple device.

92

Services use location data that is voluntarily given by a child for one purpose, for additional purposes
(paragraph 87)
For example; photographs taken with smart phones or a digital camera often add location and time data
as part of the meta-data of the photo, which can then unwittingly be transferred as the image is uploaded.
This data may be stripped out when a photo is publicly uploaded, but geotags and the IP address from
where a file is uploaded may still remain stored on sites’ databases.144

93

Geolocation tracking creates a precise account of the habits and whereabouts of a child
Including their current location, where they live, the places they like to go and where they might go
next.145

94

Location data is used by parents to monitor children
There has been a recent explosion in services that enable parents to track children’s whereabouts without
their child’s knowledge. For example, the company Footprint allows parents to set up geofences, and be
notified when these fences are crossed. Footprints can “activate movement sensors that will notify [a
parent] each time [their] loved ones are on the move.” 146 EU Kids Online has raised concerns that
overprotective parental controls may negatively affect the development of a child. 147
In 2016, Pew Research Center found that 16% of parents used monitoring tools to track their teenager’s
location,148 while an Australian newspaper report suggested it was one in three parents. 149 The Android
App store offers over 200 location tracking apps for parents.150

95

Geolocation creates security risks for children from other users and/or security breaches
For example, adoptive parents report that children have been contacted by birth parents using ISS to find
a child’s name, location and date of birth. 151 IoT device, CloudPets – a toy that connects children to
working parents or grandparents - when hacked, revealed the exact location of the child. 152
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5Rights recommends
96
Geolocation must be off by default
Unless a geolocation is service critical (to be determined by the Information Commissioner), it should be
off by default. The Code should confirm that it is not in the child’s best interests to share their current, past
or predicted location for commercial purposes and determine whether there are any circumstances when
it may be dangerous, inadvisable or unhelpful for geolocation to be switched off. Where it is unnecessary
for the exact location of a child to be communicated to the service provider (for example, navigation apps
where a general area rather than specific location can be shared), a child’s coordinates and route should be
calculated and held within the device and do not need to be collected by the ISS.
Additionally
97
When a child’s location is being tracked, it must be made obvious to the child
This may be done through the use of an on-screen symbol/light or other indicator. ISS must provide
further information about why the child’s location is being tracked and with whom their location is being
shared. An option not to share must be immediately and easily accessible. In forming the Code, the
Commissioner might also consider if the wide range of apps and services used by parents to track children
is developmentally appropriate or gives a false sense of security, and if parents have the right to monitor
the geolocation of children at all development stages.
98

Where geolocation is genuinely service critical and in the best interest of the child, the child’s location
data should expire once that service has been completed (paragraphs 60, 62)

99

The Code must establish that it is never service critical or in the best interests to use geolocation to
target children or to profile them for commercial purposes

100

A child’s decision not to allow an online service to track their location should never be a basis for
excluding them from a service or deliberately downgrading their experience

101

The Industry Code of Practice for the Use of Passive Location Services in relation to children the UK 153
should be put on a statutory footing
In particular, the parts relating to;
●

Parental or guardian consent for a child under 16 154

●

The ability to access all names and telephone numbers of persons authorised to track their mobile
telephone155

●

SMS reminders that others can identify their location 156

●

Any other condition the Commissioner feels is necessary

AUTOMATED AND SEMI-AUTOMATED PROFILING
Meaning
102 Profiling enables aspects of an individual’s personality or behaviour, interests and habits to be inferred,
determined, analysed and/or predicted. 157 This information can be sorted into multiple categories of user
groups and/or provide a detailed picture of an individual user. Vast data sets, and/or the aggregation of
one data set with another, combined with the advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning,
allow profiles to be constantly adjusted. Profiling both learns from, and is used to determine, user
behaviour. It is widely used to evaluate performance at work, economic circumstance, health, personal
preferences and attributes, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements 158 and is central to
targeting marketing content.
103

Automated profiling gathers data and processes it automatically, i.e. without human involvement. 159
Semi-automated profiling is processed with some human involvement, but not enough for that human
being to be able to give an explanation for the decision made. 160 The GDPR states that children merit
specific protection, particularly where their data is used to create personality or user profiles. 161
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Challenges for children
104 Children are unaware of the kinds and extent of information that profiling can reveal about them
For example, emotional states can be predicted from typing patterns on a keyboard, and location data
from devices can estimate average income based on neighbourhood and demographic information. 162
While gaming, a player’s behaviour can be analysed to create in-depth profiles of their cognitive abilities
and personality.163 Highly sensitive predictions can be inferred from seemingly unimportant or unrelated
data,164 for example, a teenage girl buying unscented lotion, mineral supplements and cotton balls was
profiled by Target as being pregnant. Her father found out about the pregnancy (which she had not
disclosed) when Target started sending her coupons for baby clothes.165
105

ISS automatically link/share children’s data, exponentially increasing the detail of the profile built
(paragraph 53)
ISS share data between their products and services and with other group companies. 166 They share with
identified and unidentified third parties.167 They also combine datasets they collect or receive (e.g.
through a device, a connected address book, monitoring use of third party services, website tracking and
cookies).168 Many games collect information about a player’s social activities, learning a “tremendous
amount of information about the player” from their real-world identity, friends, contacts, likes and
dislikes, education, work history and physical appearance. 169

106

Profiling can be poor, partial or inaccurate
Digital profiling based on data (including inference-based data) is used to determine real-world outcomes.
Relying principally on profiled data when making important assessments, judgements or inferences about
children, may delimit what can be known about them and how they might be treated as a result.170 Over
half a million students and staff are monitored through educational monitoring systems 171 “without
oversight or awareness of [the monitoring systems’] accuracy, accountability or otherwise inside blackbox decision-making, which is often trusted without openness to human question.” 172 If profiling is
inaccurate it can lead to mis-identification, or an individual being identified in a way that is not proven.

107

Consequences of profiling can be discriminatory
Big data analytics use what has happened in the past to predict the future. The Article 29 Working Group
found that profiling perpetuates existing stereotypes and social segregations, restricting users’ options
and opportunities. It can also lead to inaccurate predictions, denial of services and goods, and unjustified
discrimination.173 Authors of The Datafied Child report concluded that there was a “significant risk” that
children’s opportunities might be narrowed by the assumptions made by algorithmic processes. 174
Assumptions about the prospects and preferences of children based on location, resulted in those from
disadvantaged neighbourhoods being offered different opportunities to those living in more privileged
areas. This is referred to as “digital redlining”. 175

108

Consequences of profiling are long lasting
A child born now is likely to have a footprint from birth, 176 so will have a profile that spans their lifetime
over which they have no control.177 The consequences of this are, as yet, unknown.

109

It is hard to trace automated determinations back to source
ISS combine personal information that a child provides when they sign up to a service, with data they
collect about how the child uses their services. This information is often packaged and sold to third party
advertisers and aggregators, who correlate it with other data sets for further use. 178 This means that it is
extremely difficult for any user to trace the reasons for a decision back to the original data source. 179
Unicef states that that there is a “complicated web of legitimate, questionable and illegitimate data
acquisition, analysis, brokerage and sale. There is little standard corporate practice”. 180

110

Data is not neutral – it shapes behaviour, as well as predicting it
Data is often presented as neutral, but it predicts an outcome based on past actions. Profiling can affect a
child’s view of their options and/or an outsider’s view of the child. For example, in education, learning
analytics platforms mine data based on educational tasks and activities, providing automated predictions
of future progress that can be used for interventions and pre-emption.181 It may be used to help a
struggling child, but equally it can limit a child’s educational pathway. 182 Knowing that information or
behaviour will form part of a profile can also lead to self-censoring.
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111

The generation and interpretation of data are influenced by the values, assumptions and biases of
those who decide what to collect and how to analyse it 183
For example, a study on debiasing word embeddings found that if you put “cmu computer science PhD
student” as a query into a search engine, you were more likely to be directed to pages of male students,
because the embedding for male names was closer to the “computer science” embedding. This carries
implications for children’s books, exam questions and news articles.184 According to the Department for
Education, children born in August are 90% more likely to be identified as having a special educational
need (SEN) than their older classmates.185 UCL has found that a SEN diagnosis or label means that
teachers are more likely to believe that a child is less able, and as a result, have lower expectations for
them, and give them less challenging work.186

112

Children have little control over their profiles, and are unable to seek redress, correction or deletion
It is extremely difficult to challenge the inferences and predictions that are made by algorithmic
calculations.187 A child may be profiled without course to redress and be unable to have their profile
corrected or deleted. Global Privacy Enforcement Network (GPEN) found that only 23% of ISS say how a
user could contest a decision made by automated means or request human intervention. 188 It is also
unclear how a child might check (or even know to check) whether an incorrect assumption, bias or
inference has been made about them.

113

A child cannot be expected to understand the difference between automated and semi-automated
profiling
If the human intervention in semi-automated profiling is purely administrative and/or confirmatory, it does
not offer a high bar of data protection and in the case of children might be better treated on the same,
higher bar basis, as automated profiling.

5Rights recommends
114 Automated or semi-automated profiling that cannot be proven to be in the best interests of a child
should be prohibited by the Code
The Council of Europe suggests that profiling of children should be prohibited by law, save in exceptional
circumstances of when it is in the best interests of the child or if there is an overriding public interest. 189
The Council of Europe’s Principle 3.5 recommends that “profiling of persons who cannot freely express
their consent be forbidden, especially for example, adults with incapacity and children, within the meaning
of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.”190
115

Where the Commissioner determines that exceptional circumstances arise and that it is in the best
interests of a child to be profiled, a child…
●

Must be informed about the existence of, and the basis of, automated decision-making processes191
in a clear and accountable manner suitable to the age of the child, by means of a universal icon,
symbol light or other marker, as standard (paragraph 97)

●

Must be able to understand how they have been profiled, and be able to express their point of view
about their profile192
This would require them to be able to (easily) see the attributes, categories of data, and inferences
and/or decisions made. It would also require an accessible system of redress or correction that involves
human arbitration (paragraph 190).

Additionally
116 Data used to make automated or semi-automated decisions that have legal effects or similarly
significant effects for a child, or where information is obtained through a third party or based on
inference rather than volunteered by a child, must be checked by human means for accuracy193
117

When deciding whether it is in the best interests of a child to profile them, ISS must undertake Child
Data Impact Assessments (paragraph 201) to understand the risks and consequences for the child,
and ensure that it is not inaccurate or detrimental to a child’s wellbeing or life chances
This should include systems such as those recommended by the ICO, including; algorithmic auditing,
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accountability mechanisms for decision making systems, codes of conduct for auditing processes
including algorithms involving machine learning, and ethical review boards to assess the potential harms
and benefits of profiling.194
118

Data must not be used to infer sensitive information about a child
Recital 71 forbids the use of data that may infer particularly sensitive information, either alone or through
aggregated data being used to profile a child. 195

TRANSPARENCY OF PAID-FOR CONTENT, SUCH AS PRODUCT PLACEMENT AND
MARKETING
Meaning
119 Paid-for content promotes, directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image of a company, organisation
or person or specific ideas, social and political campaigns and commercial and non-profit aims in exchange
for payment. It does not need to change hands, need not be financial, and may be a mutually beneficial or
“reciprocal” agreement.196 It covers communications that include some marketing elements, even if it is
not their main purpose.197
120

Direct marketing is “the communication (by whatever means) of advertising or marketing material
directed to particular individuals.”198 Targeted direct marketing (also referred to as behavioural marketing)
is direct marketing based on knowledge (data) about an individual, where third parties, such as advertising
networks, work with websites and advertisers to deliver customised advertising based upon the collection
and use of web browsing activity. 199 The vast majority of paid-for content that children see online is
targeted.

121

In the digital environment, common types of paid-for content are:
●

Search Engine Marketing (sponsored results at the top of search results)

●

Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising (banners and pop ups)

●

Social marketing (content on social media platforms that promotes a particular product or service)

●

Viral marketing (creating content that is shared and spread)

●

Influencer marketing (paying famous or popular people to talk about or endorse products and services)

●

Product placement and embedded advertising (paying for the deliberate use of, sight of or reference to
products and services)

●

Content marketing (advertorials, advergames, branded websites and sponsored virtual worlds)

●

Retargeting (following a user once they have navigated away from the service, for example, ads that
show recently viewed items)

●

Affiliate marketing (using affiliates to find and direct new customers to your business)

●

Location-based advertising (targeted advertising based on a user’s location)

Challenges for children
122 Children can’t spot paid-for content
Only 22% of 8-11s and 32% 12-15s using search engines, correctly identified that the advertisers had paid
for adverts to be at the top. Instead, children thought that they were the best or most popular result. 200
Ofcom found that children find it difficult to point out product placement or native ads (native advertising
“goes beyond targeting consumers with ads which are relevant to the editorial they are viewing and seeks
to provide content generated by brands which doesn’t look out of place in the habitat within which it’s
being viewed”201). In particular they are often unaware that YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat show
advertising content. Some children believe that advertising is more trustworthy than the news, as people
who purchase a product would be able to spot lies or defects, and that fake news, clickbait, and other paid
for content of a campaigning nature, is often accepted uncritically by children of all ages. 202 The increasing
use of virtual assistants (for example Alexa and Siri) may further obscure the commercial basis upon which
advice is given.
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123

Boundaries between entertainment and advertising content are blurred
Children in the younger development groups aren’t always able to distinguish between real-life situations
and fantasy (Appendix A). Ofcom research shows that children are most able to spot adverts that interrupt
their viewing or gaming activities.203 But many situations offer blended or sponsored content with no
break. For example; advergames offer an immersive and protracted experience that by their very nature
blur boundaries between entertainment and advertising, which is perpetuated by the “mental state of flow
that some gamers get into whilst playing.” 204

124

Children don’t understand the relationship between data gathering and paid-for content
The relationship between a child’s search and user history, and the paid for content that they see is
opaque. Children may be unaware, for example, that their social media posts are automatically searched
and used to determine the paid-for content that they see on their feed205 or that a company might track
how they engage with their services, how they behave elsewhere on the internet, how they use their
mobile devices, where they are located or how they use their cursor. 206 In its report, UK Advertising in a
Digital Age, the House of Lords Communications Committee expressed concern that “many businesses
exploit users’ data without informed consent.” 207 Proctor & Gamble’s Chief Brand Officer, Marc Pritchard,
described the supply chain of media services from the advertiser to the consumer as “murky at best and
fraudulent at worst.”208

125

Children are vulnerable to the pressures of advertising
Marketing practices influence children’s behaviour. Prompts to make in-app purchases are found to have a
significant impact on children’s purchasing behaviour. 209 Susan Linn, from the Campaign for a Commercial
Free Childhood, says “Advertising undermines critical thinking and promotes impulsive buying.” 210 The EU
Commission found that children bought extra features without fully realising that it would cost real
money.211 Children are encouraged to spend money on goods that they have no use for or cannot afford. 212
Children between 10 - 12 were found to be most likely to spend money, or make in-game purchases
instead of downloading the free apps.213 The complex conflicts presented by being offered things they
might like but cannot afford, things they might like but may not be suitable for their age or circumstance,
things that they would rather not see nor fully understand, create feelings of dissatisfaction and engender
the feeling of ‘lack’ or ‘need’.

126

Adolescent vulnerabilities are exploited
Teens are extremely attuned to their place in the peer hierarchy, and advertising acts as a kind of ‘super
peer’ in guiding them toward what's cool and what's acceptable. 214 As children enter adolescence and
begin forming their identities, they begin to seek out media figures for cues on how to look and act. 215 An
influencer can create significant emotional and social pressure to buy that product, even if it is
unaffordable or unsuitable. Location-based advertising exploits adolescent vulnerability to impulse buying
by radically reducing the time between exposure and consumption. 216

127

Behavioural advertising jeopardises a child’s right to freedom of thought 217
If a child is unaware of the relationship between the monitoring of their online activities and the
advertising and marketing content they are exposed to, there is a risk that persuasive techniques might
undermine a child’s ability to make informed and conscious choices or could be deemed coercive. This also
has implications for a child’s right to freedom of expression and association. 218

128

Data can be used to make wide-ranging inferences
Mobile phone usage can predict socio-economic status and personality traits; social network profiles can
predict impulsivity, depression, life satisfaction, emotional stability, drug use and sexual orientation. 219 A
leaked memo from Facebook in 2017 showed that it was able to determine which of its teenage users felt
“insecure”, “worthless”, “stressed”, “defeated”, “overwhelmed”, “anxious”, “nervous”, “stupid”, “silly”,
“useless” and a “failure”.220 Facebook offered the information to help marketers understand how people
“express themselves”.221

129

Behavioural marketing can reinforce stereotypes
Because behavioural marketing offers goods based on previous behaviour, it can have the effect of
narrowing available choices. For example, Common Sense Media notes that brands try to establish a
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preference for gendered products early in childhood, 222 and the effects of these stereotypes pervade into
opportunities they are afforded as adults.223
130

Children are a key market for advertisers
Unicef notes “Children are of incredible interest to businesses. They are the largest and most powerful
consumer group; they are more susceptible to advertising and marketing techniques; and their
preferences and behaviours are more open to influence and manipulation. In many ways, they are the
ideal audience for the new digital economic paradigm, in which companies possess tremendous amounts
of information about individuals’ digital behaviour that can be used to shape their online activities.” 224
Overall, children and their parents tend to underestimate the commercial interest and transactional value
of their personal data.225

131

Advertising is the core business of many ISS that children use 226
For example; Facebook and Google earn the vast majority of their income from advertising, and in the UK
receive the majority of spending on online advertising. 227 Alphabet reported (2018) that globally, 84% of
their total revenue ($32 billion) came from Google’s advertising business228 and in 2017, 98% of Facebook’s
revenue was generated through advertising (at a total revenue of $39.94 billion). 229 Many games also
contain embedded or contextual advertisements. 230 Often services require extra fees to avoid exposure to
advertising.231 Children do not generally have money of their own and therefore are least able to avoid
advertising in this way.

5Rights recommends
132 That the Committee on Advertising Practice (“CAP”)’s guidance that requires “enhanced”
disclosures232 for under 12s is extended to all children and incorporated into the Code. This would
ensure that:
●

Marketing communications are obviously identifiable to children

●

Advertising is “prominent, interruptive and sufficient to identify the marketer and commercial intent” 233

●

Marketing communications make their commercial intent clear for children

●

There would be a labelling scheme

●

Marketers adapt to children’s different cognitive development stages

Additionally
133 Children’s data must not be processed for behavioural advertising purposes
As children are unlikely to understand the persuasive intent of behavioural marketing, they should not be
exposed to behavioural advertising.234 The Working Party 29 Opinion on Apps on Smart Devices specifies
“data controllers should not process children’s data for behavioural advertising purposes, neither directly
nor indirectly, since this will be outside of the scope of the child’s understanding and therefore exceed the
boundaries of lawful processing.”235 The Working Group’s determination is equally relevant to behavioural
advertising on all online services.
134

The cost and frequency of in-app purchases should be indicated as part of signing-up
And be taken into account when age-rating games. In all cases, it must be possible to disable in-app
purchase offers and still play the game.

135

Children’s data must not be used in a way that might lead to their commercial exploitation
When determining if exploitation has taken place, both the actions taken to persuade a child to do
something for commercial purposes, and the protections offered to prevent their commercial exploitation,
should be taken into account.

THE SHARING AND RESALE OF DATA
Meaning
136 Once gathered, data can be shared, rented or sold. Sharing and re-sale of data includes ‘in-house’ as well
as with third parties, such as suppliers, subcontractors, advertisers, marketers, data sale agents, analytics
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companies, public institutions, private companies and government. It can be shared in the UK and across
international boundaries.
137

When shared, data can be anonymised, pseudonymised or transferred in a way that openly identifies
individual users. Specific data can be shared, or it can be shared as part of data sets. It can be shared as
raw data or inferred data. Sharing may happen once, or it may be ongoing. The GDPR recognises that the
“scale of the collection and sharing of personal data has increased significantly.” 236

138

The sharing and resale of data is the business model of many ISS (paragraphs 149 and 177) but public
bodies also hold, share and sell data. In the case of children, data held by public bodies may relate to their
health, education, family and status. Individuals, including children, also voluntarily share data.

Challenges for children
139 Children create a lot of data
Children create a great deal of data in almost all areas of their lives; education, social, entertainment and
communication. Their data is also captured by their network, e.g. in schools, health services, government
records, parents and other adults, as well as by the commercial online services with which they interact.
The sum total of this information is then often shared and/or sold in ways that they do not know or may
not understand, but which might not be in their best interests.
140

It is easy to lose control of data dissemination
The technical settings and social pressures to share, set a low bar of distribution of a child’s data through
their network. For example, via personal networks, e.g. screenshotting, re-tweeting, copy all, chat groups,
etc. Less visible and harder to track is the equally prolific dissemination of data by online services for
commercial purposes. Companies, search engines, communication tools and IoT devices collect, store and
use digital data in vastly different ways that make it virtually impossible to paint a comprehensive picture
of data collection practices.237

141

The sharing supply chain is very opaque
In 2017, GPEN found that 51% of websites fail to mention that they share data at all. 238 Unicef has
concluded that “with increasingly autonomous software and hardware, hidden discreetly within the
technology that accompanies users wherever they go, users are ever more ignorant of how their devices
actually work and the extent of what they are monitoring and sharing.” 239 This raises the question whether
a child can conceive of, and meaningfully consent to, all the sharing involved; as children’s data is passed
to third parties who can use it for marketing purposes or to train new systems and artificial intelligence. 240
Irrespective of the basis of lawful processing, what additional responsibilities should the ISS have for
sharing children’s data than they have for processing it for their own purposes?

142

It is hard to monitor misuse
Due to this lack of transparency, it is extremely difficult to trace and challenge data misuse by online
services. Additionally, children struggle with interpersonal misuse (bullying, body shaming, etc.). When
personal data about a child has been disseminated publicly, they find it hard to retrieve, retract or erase
data that they have shared, or which has been shared by others about them within their social network,
and very often far beyond.

143

Consequences of sharing and resale of data can be significant and long-lasting
Even when a child is given an opportunity to permit data to be shared and resold, they are unlikely to fully
appreciate the many ways in which this may impact their long-term privacy241 and reputation242
(paragraph 187). In the UK, a YouGov study found that only 31% of employers would not, or do not search
for candidates on social media, and one in five employers had turned down a candidate because of their
social media profile.243 Online histories are arguably becoming more valuable than credit histories, 244
creating the spectre of a child being turned away from an opportunity in the future because of inferences
or data shared in the past. Data of which they may have no knowledge, and over which they have no
agency.

144

Parents also share children’s data
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It is commonplace for parents to share information about their child online, yet most children are not able
to scrutinise the information or object to its posting. Parents may not understand their role in
compromising their children’s privacy far into the future. 245 Nor do parents always understand just how
widely what they share is shared, or the ways in which it may be interpreted.
145

Sharing is a condition of service (paragraphs 68, 88)

5Rights recommends
146 In considering if an online service has met the “best interests” of a child when sharing their data, the
Commissioner must take into account the ‘intention‘ of the ISS in sharing that child’s data
The introduction of the Code should in itself create an ecosystem in which children’s data is more carefully
collected and shared, but when determining whether an ISS has complied, the Information Commissioner
should consider whether, in sharing a child’s data, the ISS has given paramount consideration to the best
interests of the child.
For the avoidance of doubt, even if it is in a child’s best interest to share data in the course of playing a
game or posting a picture, etc. it should not be interpreted as being in their best interests to share that
data with third parties or to keep it longer than it is service critical to do so. In particular, data sharing
policies must reflect both the spirit and the letter of the six principles of data minimisation, 246 and the right
of a child to privacy.
Additionally
147 A child’s consent to data sharing should not be unlimited
Continuous sharing of data through extensive chains that cannot be traced and for which the online
service is not held accountable, is not in the best interests of children. The assumption must be that the
only sharing to which a child has agreed is the initial sharing with the online service to the extent that such
sharing is service critical.
148

The following sharing norms should be introduced by the Code;
For youngest children: (i.e. 0 - 5, 6 - 9)
A closed setting/walled garden environment. No commercial sharing not even within company
ecosystems.
For older children: (10 - 12, 13 - 15)
As children get older, they may benefit from features such as exchanging messages, learning to be
responsible and knowing what to share safely. These should be designed for minimal public sharing.
Commercial data sharing should be predicated on data minimisation principles and should be service
critical (paragraphs 57 – 66).
For 16 - 17 year olds:
In this age group, ISS may assume a level of understanding and agency and therefore exercise some
discretion over their data sharing, subject to the introduction of other protections set out in the Code.

149

150

ISS should be required to create choice architecture and offer tools that might nudge or help children
to undertake thoughtful sharing
For example;
●

a screenshot prevention tool (often asked for by children)

●

software that limits the time content is available (e.g. Snapchat)

●

a “trust pause” where children can stop and think before they automatically click, swipe, or share
content - as standard247

●

awareness campaigns i.e. #nodacompartir (it’s not cool to share) in Argentina248
ISS should be required to do due diligence on data recipients before sending or sharing a child’s data
and remain liable for the way that a child’s personal data is subsequently used after it has shared or
sold it
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5Rights advocates for the creation of an ethical data supply chain. 249 This might, for example, place a
requirement on the online service to make enquiries about the intended use of the data, including the
efficacy of algorithmic profiling or whether the data processor intends to generate inference-based data
about a child. It might also oblige the online service to satisfy itself that the recipient will store the data
securely and be able to comply with a request to recall and/or trace what has been shared.

STRATEGIES USED TO ENCOURAGE EXTENDED USER ENGAGEMENT
Meaning
151 Extended use strategies, based on the science of ‘persuasive design’ (also known as ‘behavioural
design’)250 are those features that direct, nudge and influence user behaviour for the purposes of
extending engagement. Technical strategies (no save button or auto-play) and emotional strategies
(designing social obligations and/or anxieties into services), work singly or in concert to summon users to
engage with a service and to hold their attention once engaged. Extended use design251 includes features
such as; notifications (buzzes, pings, vibrations), read receipts, auto-suggested content, loading wheels,
endless feeds, quantification (the number of Likes, retweets, friends) and obligation (streaks, read
receipts).252
152

Services that look free to children most often have a business model that is predicated on commoditising
personal data or selling users attention to advertisers. 253 The longer a child spends on a service, the more
actions they take and the more data is gathered, including data used to direct advertising. Even
subscription services (those that accept payment in exchange for services) use persuasive strategies.
Extended use, the deployment of extended use strategies and data collection are inextricably linked.

153

The use, presence and power of extended use strategies are disputed by some companies. “Encouraging
addictive behaviour does not factor into the process” (Facebook). “We do not employ design techniques to
encourage compulsive or addictive behaviour” (Snapchat).254 These statements conflict with Sean
Parker’s, co-Founder of Facebook, explanation that “the thought process that went into building these
applications, Facebook being the first of them… was all about: how do we consume as much of your time
and conscious attention as possible?” 255 They also conflict with the work of Tristan Harris, a one-time
Google Ethicist who set up the Center for Humane Technology and has partnered with Common Sense
Media to lead campaign, the Truth About Tech. 256

154

In South Korea, compulsive use of technology among children is formally recognised. 257 In the UK, children
are now able to seek treatment via the NHS after video gaming addiction was classified as a medical
disorder258 under the World Health Organisation’s International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11,
currently in Beta form).259 In the US, a letter from Apple investors in January 2018 recognised compulsive
use as an unacceptable harm,260 and in June 2018, 5Rights published Disrupted Childhood: the Cost of
Persuasive Design.261

155

Unicef is one of many organisations that recognises extended use as an issue for children: “the aim is to
play on the desire for social acceptance and exploit the fear of rejection. While the average user might
disengage from the platform minutes or hours later than intended, coming away with little or no benefit,
tech companies come away with financial gain from advertisers, plus their users’ time, attention and
personal data. Adolescents, already experiencing new and complex emotions, might not realise the
potential impacts on their privacy or how they spend their time.” 262

Challenges for children
156 Extended use strategies are habit-forming
Persuasive design deliberately reinforces digital habits, such as subconsciously reaching for a device,
refreshing pages and profiles to check for new content, and locking and unlocking devices. Young people
are particularly vulnerable to compulsive use because they are less able to self-regulate and they tend to
seek instant rewards (Appendix A). Ofcom’s 2017 media report also showed that children choose media
activities based upon habit.263 Routines and habits formed before the age of nine 264 take considerable
interventions to change.265 Netflix CEO, Reed Hastings explained that there is a race for human attention.
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Netflix, he says, doesn’t compete with other companies. “We actually compete with sleep… And we’re
winning!”266
In a large-scale 2016 survey for JAMA Paediatrics, academics from King’s College London found “Bedtime
use of media devices doubles risk of poor sleep in children.”267 Specifically, it leads to inadequate sleep
quantity, poor sleep quality and excessive daytime sleepiness because bedtime use disturbs sleep patterns
of children and stimulates the brain’s production of melatonin. 268 Children who don’t get enough quality
sleep are more likely to have excess body weight, poorer diet quality, and lower physical activity levels. 269
Attachment to their mobile devices also has notable effects in education. London School of Economics
found that student performances in exams was found to significantly increase, post a mobile phone ban.
Specifically, it found that among low-income and low-achieving students, smartphone use in the
classroom exacerbated existing educational inequalities.270
Apple’s Chief Design Officer, Jony Ive, in response to investor concerns about the addictive nature of the
iPhone on children,271 characterised “constant use” of the iPhone as “misuse”. 272 However, products
(including the iPhone) and digital services have defaults that maximise use (paragraph 152). As a result,
children find themselves trapped in a few highly compulsive digital environments. 273
Some companies are taking steps to address extended use, following social pressure to reform. Apple’s
Worldwide Developers Conference 2018 announced design changes to its iPhone to combat phone
addiction and FOMO.274 Google have also announced “wellbeing” features this year, including a
dashboard to show users how much time they spend using apps, combining notifications, and setting
limits on use.275 Yet built-in features that require users to tune their own notifications and to set up alerts
are not age-appropriate and create unnecessary barriers for child users. And as WIRED remarked, “Apple
says it wants you to have a healthier relationship with your phone, and it’ll even give you the tools to do it.
But for every feature it showed to wrangle notifications or curb app use, it added more to keep you staring
at your screen.”276
157

Extended use strategies are baked in to devices and services that children use
Children spend the majority of their time on a small number of commercial services, 277 all of which have
persuasive features. For example; endless newsfeeds (Facebook); auto-play (Netflix, YouTube); streaks
(Snapchat); notifications (Talking Tom); quantifying Likes (Instagram, Facebook); quantifying re-tweets
(Twitter) and endless scrolling (ASOS). Each creates a cycle of rewards that keep children attached.

158

Children feel anxious about the amount of time they spend online
Children report concerns about the amount of time they spend on their smartphones and tablets, 278 saying
that they feel unable to switch off, and citing it as a source of stress. 279 They also express resentment when
they feel that they have wasted time on platforms and games. 280 Jaron Lanier, the inventor of Virtual
Reality, says “customised feeds become optimised to “engage” each user, often with emotionally potent
cues, leading to addiction. People don’t realise how they are being manipulated... Platforms have proudly
reported on experimenting with making people sad, changing voter turnout and reinforcing brand
loyalty.”281

159

Extended use impacts upon children’s wellbeing
Including; increased risk of depression and anxiety, 282 higher levels of obesity283 and poorer sleep
quality,284 which in turn diminishes children’s ability to concentrate,285 impacting upon educational
outcomes. The need to constantly maintain an extensive online presence creates significant emotional
pressure.286 Persuasive features are deliberately designed to be time-consuming, to maximise interaction
for the purposes of data gathering, which means an opportunity cost for children. The time they spend
attending to the flow of content and reward, is time that cannot be spent doing other activities, including
other more intentional online activities. Childhood is a time of rapid physical, emotional and intellectual
development when children should be exposed to a broad set of physical, social, creative and intellectual
activities. Being persuaded to engage in a narrow band of digital activities may not be in their best
interests.
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160

The use of persuasive design undermines the notion of consent
If extended use strategies are habit-forming, a child’s freedom to freely give or withhold consent is
fettered. The Commissioner may wish to consider whether such consent is valid where strategies are
routinely deployed. Potentially addictive or harmful substances are taxed and strict regulations are in force
to limit children’s access to them (paragraph 162). Such interventions might offer precedents that could be
applied to the regulations of compulsive technology.

161

Extended use strategies are not compatible with data minimisation principles
Extended use strategies are deployed to maximise the amount of time a user spends online, and therefore
create the opportunity to maximise data generation and collection. This conflicts with the requirement
under the GDPR to limit data processing to that which is “adequate, relevant and limited to what is
necessary.”287

5Rights recommends
162 The characteristics of persuasive design that make online services compulsive must contribute to an
ISS’ overall privacy rating. These characteristics should be identified, rated and labelled in a way that
is easily identifiable to a child or parent
Persuasive design strategies are problematic for children because they are hard to spot. Labelling would
make it easier to make informed choices about which services to use. It may also help those who are
struggling to moderate use. A rating system, based on a universally agreed system, could be reflected as
icons and would form part of advice on whether digital products are age-appropriate (paragraph 38). It is
noted that classification of energy ratings,288 carbon emissions,289 nutritional value290 and games291 are all
social norms, and that pharmaceuticals, finance and other Use of Service agreements, offer warnings of
potential risks, negative effects and safety information.
Additionally
163 These features should be made age-appropriate in the following ways:
●

Auto-play should be default off, and if changed, switched back to off once a child logs out or navigates
away

●

Notifications, buzzes, read receipts and all other non-specific alerts should also be off by default. The
small category of specific alerts includes diary notices and alarms

●

Services should not be allowed to distract a child during school hours or when it is in their best interests
to be allowed to sleep undisturbed

●

Streak holidays (and temporary absences from streak-type settings) should be built in by default

●

Save buttons should always be offered, so that children are not forced to stay online to complete a task

●

Default timeout and disengagement opportunities that contribute positively to the mental health and
wellbeing of children must be standardised, easily accessible and frequently offered, even if it is not in an
online services’ commercial interests292

●

Children should be given regular reminders of how much time they have spent on a service

●

The use of children’s data should be limited, which would reduce the incentive to deploy extended use
strategies

●

Persuasive designs features must not be enhanced or reinstated when software is upgraded, and
meaningful consent must be sought for any new features

●

Persuasive design features should never be directed at younger children (under 13)

164

The Code should recognise compulsive use of technology as a high risk and should recognise it in all
interrelated public policy and act accordingly 293
For example, the Commissioner should work with Government (including the Department of Health,
Department for Education and DCMS) to define compulsive use as a public health issue and an internet
risk for children (paragraph 154) and to provide advice and information accordingly.

165

Children struggling to manage their use of online services should be supported
For example:
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●

ISS should provide in service information and signpost external services that can offer support to
children who are worried about compulsive use

●

iOS and Android Systems must be required to give access to services (e.g. Apps) that help tackle
compulsive use to enable them to be integrated into a child’s user experience

●

Health-based informatics should be used to prompt positive behaviour; 294 the right to rest, enshrined in
Article 31 of the UNCRC, that recognises a child’s right to rest and leisure, and to engage in play and
recreational activities, must be upheld295

166

Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE), the Computer Curriculum and Relationships and Sex
Education (RSE) must include learning how to identify persuasive design and how it impacts on
personal data collection and use

167

The ICO might usefully publish best practice guidance on the uses of persuasive design in relation to
children (paragraph 204)
Designing online services in accordance with universal standards on accessibility is now an industry
norm.296 Similar guidance on use of persuasive design features in services accessed by children might lead
to a sea change in industry practice.

USER REPORTING AND RESOLUTION PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS
Meaning
168 A reporting and resolution process (RRP) is the mechanism through which users contact online services
when they experience problems (for example, when their personal data has been misused,
misappropriated, it is inaccurate or the child simply regrets publishing it) that they can’t resolve alone
and/or need action to be taken. RRP may be located in settings, in FAQs, in the Help section or elsewhere
on an ISS. It may be activated via support dashboards, ‘chat’ windows, by completing online documents or
forms, or sending direct messages or emails.
169

They may relate to data of general nature (adverts watched, tracks played); a highly personal nature
(photograph, phone number, location); they may include data that may be inaccurate, defamatory or
illegal; that may be misappropriated, misused or regrettable; or that may be simply a request for
information.

170

RRP’s are used for multiple reporting issues, e.g. contact, conduct and content issues, as well as those
concerning data and must be designed to cover all these eventualities in relation to children.

Challenges for children
171
Children under report issues
For example, only 12% of UK 9-16 year old’s who were upset or bothered by an online risk used reporting
tools.297 There are multiple barriers to reporting and children lack the skills, confidence and knowledge in
the reporting process.298 Younger children don’t know how to make a report, they don’t know what a
report is, they don’t think reporting will help, and they feel that reporting can result in negative
consequences.299 Older children are more likely to not report because they don’t think it will make a
difference,300 they find the processes arduous, and they forget that the reporting tools are available. 301
Adolescents, in particular, may strive to be 'street wise' in the digital neighbourhood, and not feel able to
share anxieties.
172

Having the technical ability to report does not in itself make it likely or probable that a child will make
a report or that the report will be successful 302
In the House of Lord’s Growing Up With The Internet report, children reported believing that only the
uploader of content could take it down.303 For children to report, there has to be clear benefits, easy access
and the ability to remove content themselves. 304 Despite many ISS having strict community standards,
children say that they struggle to get content relating to them removed from the internet. 305
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173

Children may not want to ask their parents for help
Younger children are more likely to welcome parental mediation.306 Older children are more likely to
prefer to talk to their peers and to feel that parents are invading their privacy. 307 In many cases, the need of
children for both privacy and a swift response is thwarted by not knowing how to get help or what kind of
help they need.

174

RRP is onerous
RRP mechanisms are not standardised, nor centralised. Online services have resisted calls for universal
standards and signposts, but for children they offer security and clarity, much like the Green Cross Code,
BBFC age ratings or a red cross on the first aid box. If the data a child is contesting has spread, the current
norm is that a child is required to understand and navigate different processes of each service and to make
multiple complaints/requests in different formats. Children repeatedly ask for the experience of reporting
to be the same or familiar, for the standards to be consistent, the punishments to be the same and to be
better informed throughout.308

5Rights recommends
175 The Code introduce mandatory universal reporting standards so that the criteria, systems and likely
outcomes are familiar to children
By which we mean, that the steps a child takes, the information offered, and outcomes of reporting should
be similar. By which we do not mean that a site cannot use its own brand or speak in a branded voice. The
following aspects of RRP should be standardised:
●

Information about reporting must be provided upfront and during use of service in unavoidable text or
video

●

Process - reporting should be intuitive. Many of the individual sites have good systems. For example,
YouTube has a reporting dashboard that allows users to see the status of videos they have flagged for
review.309 Examples of best practice should be consolidated and extended to form industry-wide,
universal standards that recognise the development needs of children at different ages (paragraph 204)

●

Placement – it should be obvious how to report

●

Criteria - must be consistent so that a child can understand the norms of online rules

●

Reporting - transparent reports on numbers of requests received, response times, steps taken and
outcomes. Companies have had many opportunities and failed to uphold voluntary reporting. The Code
offers the opportunity to make reporting needs of children mandatory for all ISS

●

Testing – Robust testing with children in all age groups would ensure that RRP solutions are childfriendly and cover the full gamut of childhood complaints and anxieties, and would enable ISS to
determine that their child users have the developmental capacity to access and activate proposed RRP
mechanisms

Additionally
176 Reports by children, or by adults on behalf of a child, should be graded by urgency (from the child’s
perspective) and each grade should carry an expectation (set out by the Commissioner) of a response
time frame
For example; ‘Letting you know’, ‘Can you get back to me’, ‘This is important’, ‘This is urgent’. Each should
have its own published time frame. This would allow a child to assess their own situation, which in itself is
an educational measure. The ICO should consult with industry before setting appropriate time frames for
response and determine penalties for failure to respond. A child’s determination of how urgent their
request is in addition to, not instead of, appropriate triage systems and must not be used to downgrade
their complaint.
177

RRP tracking should be compulsory for ISS with high reporting levels
A service that routinely has more than a specified number (to be determined by the Commissioner) of
reports from children per week, must introduce a RRP tracking feature that makes clear to the child what
is happening to their complaint and when it might be resolved (in the same way that delivery services
make it possible for customers to track a delivery, e.g. Amazon, Asos, Deliveroo, Uber).
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178

On rejecting a request from a child to activate their data rights, an ISS must be required to provide
reasons and information on how to appeal310
For example, by offering a direct link to the ICO and designated points of contact for relevant
organisations and hotlines.

179

The Code should require ISS to consider and mitigate privacy risks for children using RRPs
To consider a request made by a child, an online service will need to review and potentially store personal
data about the child. The Code could determine how the child’s personal data is kept and stored in a way
that does not make reporting a data risk.

THE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND AND ACTIVATE A CHILD'S RIGHT TO ERASURE,
RECTIFICATION AND RESTRICTION
Meaning
180 Children merit specific protection with regard to their personal data, as they may be less aware of the
risks, consequences, safeguards concerned and their rights in relation to the processing of personal
data.311 Therefore, children require a higher bar of data protection. They also, by virtue of their
development stage, require greater support in accessing their rights.
181

Like adult data subjects, a child may complain to the ICO or bring legal proceedings against a controller or
processor should they suspect non-compliance. However, data protection rights are complex, and for
most adults and all children, they are a new concept. To be effective, children need a way to activate their
data protection rights. A right that cannot be understood or enacted is not properly given.

Challenges for children
182 Children’s rights are poorly applied
Children have many of the same data protection rights as adults, as well as data rights that apply to them
only. However, they have other rights that impact on data protection (most notably those under the
UNCRC) that are routinely ignored. The Committee on the Rights of the Child notes that, in all
circumstances, generic policies that fail to recognise children separately, i.e. those that consider children
and young people often fail to address adolescents “are inadequate to guarantee the realization of their
rights. The costs of inaction and failure are high… [and] have profound implications, not only for their
individual optimum development, but also for present and future social and economic development”. 312
This observation is central to this aspect of the Code, and the Code overall.
183

Children do not have the education or capacity to understand their data rights
43% of teenagers have posted information online they later regretted, 313 yet most children are not taught
about data rights; 58% children mistakenly believe that online data can easily be removed if they no longer
wish to share it with other people314 and that once deleted from view, it does not form part of their digital
identity. They have little idea about profiling or how data spreads (paragraphs 104 - 105). As such, children
are unable and/or unlikely to exercise control easily (such as accessing, retrieving and deleting their
data).315

184

Children in the age groups 3 - 5 years and 6 - 9 years cannot be expected to understand data rights in
any meaningful way
Children ages 10 – 12 and 13 - 15 can be expected to understand the concept of retraction and rectification
if taught well, but they cannot be expected to activate these rights without support, or in a context where
statutory education does not fully explore these issues. Even children aged 16 - 17, who may well have
both a conceptual and practical understanding, require signposts, simplicity and to grow up in a digital
environment that encourages reporting (paragraph 175).

185

Adults don’t understand data rights so are poorly placed to help children
Even the expert Parliamentarians who led the debate on the Data Protection Bill acknowledged that data
law is not easy to understand. Lord Ashton of Hyde, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, DCMS
said “I find it quite complicated”.316 While Lord Stevenson of Balmacara stated it was a “complicated
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area”317 and Lord Clement-Jones said that the Bill had “already had a befuddling influence”. 318 ICO
research found that only 10% of adults say they have a good understanding of how their personal data is
used.319 Data protection is a specialist area.
186

Children cannot be expected to identify one form of rights abuse from another
Data breaches, wrongful use of personal data, illegal uses of data, illegal content, reputational damage,
defamation, direct marketing, contraventions of the Age-Appropriate Design Code (once introduced) sit
alongside other experiences that may seem similar to children or indeed overlap, such as; bullying,
unwanted photo tagging, fake news, phishing, scamming, grooming, hate speech… an exhausting but
non-exhaustive list of what children experience. In this context, the activation of data rights takes on an
auditing and signposting role, as well as securing the mechanisms and support to activate a child’s right.

187

Reputational management
The online environment has transformed the concept of managing reputation by dramatically increasing
the scale, scope and reach of information. An average childhood is now a public experience. Inaccurate or
revealing data is duplicated and effectively stored in perpetuity. As children publish personal information
about themselves and others at progressively greater rates, antisocial attacks on reputation have
proliferated.320 At a time of great vulnerability and emphasis on validation by peers, a child’s data rights, as
they affect their enduring online identity, are of paramount importance to their identity, safety and
wellbeing.

188

The onus is on an individual child to activate their rights
Children under report, systems are unclear, they do not have the development capacity and companies do
not collect adequate reporting data, which makes the likelihood of a child bringing a claim vanishingly low
(paragraphs 171 - 174). This protects the poor performance of online services handling children’s data,
since they are unlikely to be held to account.

189

Children are being asked to generate their own data complaints
Article 80(1) of the GDPR allows children to mandate certain organisations to bring a claim on their
behalf.321 However, this requires a child to initiate the complaint and be a named complainant, in effect
leaving children to police the law. 5Rights regrets the UK’s decision not to enact Article 80(2) but rather to
undertake a review that will not report until the end of 2020.

5Rights recommends
190 ISS should be compelled to enact basic rights by design (such as the right to retract, rectify, erase,
access, obtain, modify, reuse personal data) by offering simple, standardised tools within services
that children can recognise and readily access
For example, click-through mechanisms for deletion, retraction or correction for anything they themselves
have put up, and in cases where community rules have been breached. When asked, children repeatedly
say that they want the right to have content taken down.322
Additionally
191 The Code should create a rebuttable assumption in favour of accepting a child’s request to activate
their rights. In the balance between free speech and privacy, the privacy of a child under 18 should be
given pre-eminence
192

That government adopt 80(2) on behalf of child data subjects

193

ISS that share a child’s data be responsible for tracing that data, and ensuring that the child’s request
to enact their rights is passed to all those who have processed it
It is an arduous and age-inappropriate task for a child to have to make repeated requests to different ISS.

194

If a child has not been asked to prove their age to join a service, they shouldn’t be required to prove it
to benefit from the specific protection of the Code to which all children are entitled when activating
his or her data rights

195

No child should have to pay to activate their data rights
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Complaint mechanisms should always be free to access. Children wishing to pursue their complaint further
should have access to free legal services and other appropriate assistance.

THE ABILITY TO ACCESS ADVICE FROM INDEPENDENT, SPECIALIST ADVOCATES ON
ALL DATA RIGHTS
Meaning
196 The implications of misuse of data can be profound for children (paragraphs 127, 143, 159, 187). Children,
parents, teachers and those with special duties for children rarely have knowledge about data rights. To
activate their rights, children require access to specialist advice and support from independent advocates.
Challenges for children
197 Children, parents and trusted adults are unlikely to know what advice to give or action to take
198

The most easily accessible advice is that offered by companies with whom children are engaged
If the advice is written and delivered by the services that they are engaged with, it creates the perception
and possibility that advice is partisan. Children require access to independent, specialist help to
understand and enact their data rights.

5Rights recommends
199 The ICO should, by way of the Code, make data privacy a more mainstream preoccupation for those
with responsibility for children
Specifically, government - particularly DCMS, Department of Health, Ministry of Justice, Department for
Education and Home Office - must make sure that they, and those professionals that they work with, have
a good understanding of children’s data rights and that they form part of professional qualifications and
training for those roles (paragraph 206).
Additionally
200 The Code should refer to other relevant laws that may impact on children’s data rights.
For example; The Consumer Rights Act 2015 requires terms and notices to be fair. Article 62(5) and 62(7)
defines that “a term [or notice] is unfair if it causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and
obligations under the contract to the detriment of the consumer” and will not be binding on the
consumer.323

ANY OTHER ASPECT OF DESIGN
Q5E. About any additional areas, not included in the list above that you think should be the subject of a design
standard.
The following points would enhance the effectiveness of the Code by addressing overarching issues.
5Rights recommends
201 Childhood Data Impact Assessments as standard for all existing services and products, and new
services and products prior to launch
The GDPR requires Data Protection Impact Assessments for all processing that is likely to result in a high
risk to the rights and freedoms of users,324 and the ICO provides guidance on the circumstances where
DPIA are required.325 Building on this, 5Rights recommends requiring online services to carry out Child
Data Impact Assessment (CDIA) for all online services likely to be accessed by a child. The CDIA would
address the specific needs and higher standards to which children are entitled, and place the requirement
to carry out such assessments on a statutory footing.
The “move fast and break things”326 and “fail furiously”327 culture of the technology industry does not hold
the best interests of the child as their primary consideration. Introducing Child Impact Data Assessments
before services and products are rolled out would circumvent some of the most obvious data risks. The
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Commissioner might consider using the Responsible Innovation Framework as defined by the Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council328. A part of the Child Impact Data Assessment should include
ongoing and open engagement with a wide user base, including experts, key stakeholders and children on
the interpretation and application of privacy standards and their effectiveness or appropriateness.
202

A proactive approach: via certification of ISS data provisions
Rather than regulators only acting once something goes wrong, the ICO might consider the role of
certification systems. For example, the World Economic Forum recommends encouraging regulators to
certify that algorithms are fit for purpose before they are used. 329 A certification, or self-certification
system, specifically tailored to the needs of children as set out by the Code, would increase compliance
levels and support a swifter and more streamlined enforcement regime.

203

Information provision: harness the Commissioner’s duty to promote public awareness for the benefit
of children
Article 57(1)(b) of the GDPR places a duty on the Commissioner to “promote public awareness and
understanding of the risks, rules, safeguards and rights in relation to processing”, giving specific attention
to “activities addressed specifically to children”. 330 The Government’s review of PSHE and the Internet
Safety Strategy’s commitment to digital literacy 331 mean that there is an opportunity for the National
Curriculum to teach about privacy in a way that aligns with children’s developmental capacity. For
example, young children (KS2) should receive digital skills and competencies 332 education before they
need to adjust privacy settings.333 The ethical design and use of AI could also form part of the curriculum as
the ability to “navigate an AI-driven world will be essential”.334

204

Audit & collate codes: there are a plethora of codes, often narrow and/or unobserved. Their provisions
should be incorporated within the Code and therefore put on a statutory basis
The Age-Appropriate Design Code presents a unique opportunity to work with industry to encapsulate
existing best practice across all the different aspects of design and to ‘level up’ and put self-regulatory
codes on a statutory footing within the Code. A single, clear, robust, well-thought-out set of design,
technical and corporate behaviours would become a new norm. This would help the whole tech sector to
flourish and confirm the UK as a world market leader. It would also reward those already applying best
practice, since they would meet the requirement of the Code quicker. SMEs, start-ups and individual
designers, as well as training and education, would also benefit from a single set of best practice standards
to design to.

205

Educative function: Online services often use education of children as a way of avoiding
responsibility. Systemic redesign of services that enhance children’s rights in the digital environment
could usefully play an educative function in demonstrating privacy and safety features to children
As part of an online services’ educative function, they should optimise interactions through features and
functionality that target, signpost, prompt and support user empowerment as part of the in-service
experience. This should be implemented across all aspects of design.

206

Training for frontline professionals: Ensure frontline professionals (for example, teachers, social
workers, health and legal professionals) have appropriate training and a broad understanding of the
full range of opportunities and risks in the digital environment, including all aspects of design covered
by the Code
Include training as part of degree accreditation and professional standards. 335

207

Robust enforcement: The Code requires a continued commitment from Government to enforcement
Unless there is a meaningful likelihood of enforcement, the ISS are not incentivised to implement the
Code in ways that are robust and effective. The ICO needs sufficient expertise and resources, and, given
the huge wealth of some ISS, the backing from HM Treasury to fund enforcement. We note and welcome
the ICO’s increased budget and the commitment Government has shown to resource its vital work.

Q6. If you would be interested in contributing to future solutions focused work in developing the content of the
Code please provide the following information. The Commissioner is particularly interested in hearing from
bodies representing the views of children or parents, child development experts and trade associations
representing providers of online services likely to be accessed by children, in this respect.
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Brief summary of what you think you could offer:
208

5Rights, its network of experts and its children’s Commissioners would welcome the opportunity to
engage on all aspects of the Code.

FURTHER VIEWS AND EVIDENCE
Q7. Please provide any other views or evidence you have that you consider to be relevant to this call for
evidence.
209

The opportunity afforded by the Code is to design a digital environment fit for children and childhood and
to build trust in ISS. 5Rights is committed to the positive uses of technology
that empower children to become active and knowledgeable participants in the digital environment.

210

There are however, challenges. not least the lack of a common understanding of what data is, and why it is
so powerful in a child’s life and that technical solutions do not reside solely with industry but reside
increasingly within academia, NGO’s, and a growing tech for good sector. We invite industry to share their
creativity and expertise with civil society.

211

Whilst help from industry would be welcome, the Commissioner should be prepared to create a robust
Code on behalf of children irrespective of industry’s appetite to change current commercially-driven data
practices.

September 2018
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A - KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS
Age Appropriate Design Code
212 The Age Appropriate Design Code is a requirement of the DPA, which provides statutory guidance on the
design standards that providers of online services, which process personal data and are likely to be
accessed by children, must meet.
Data processing
213 Processing is how data is gathered, arranged, stored, used or shared. It is any operation, or set of
operations, performed on personal data, or on sets of personal data, by any means. Data processing
includes, but is not limited to; collection, recording, organising, structuring, storage, adaptation or
alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction. 336
Data Protection
214 Data gathering provides an indelible and highly personal imprint of the person using the services. It both
captures and determines behaviour, and as such, it is a very powerful tool that can be exploited for
commercial, social and political purposes.
Data Protection Act 2018
215 The DPA contains the UK’s data protection laws, in recognition that “an ever increasing amount of data is
being processed”.337 Data protection law sets out the obligation upon all online services to ensure that the
personal information of those using their services is processed fairly and securely. It received Royal Assent
on 23 May 2018.
EU General Data Protection Regulation
216 The GDPR harmonises data protection rules for all companies operating in the EU and regulates the
processing of individual’s data. It came into force on 25 May 2018.
Information Society Services (ISS)
217 The DPA states that the obligation to comply with the Code applies to Information Society Services, more
commonly understood and referred to as online services. The ICO’s definition of an ISS includes websites,
apps, search engines, online marketplaces and online content services, such as on-demand music, gaming
and video services and downloads. 338 We use the terms ISS and online services interchangeably.
Information Commissioner's Office
218 The ICO is responsible for drafting the Age Appropriate Design Code, and for its enforcement.
Personal Data
219 Personal data is information relating to an identified or identifiable person. The person may be identified
directly or indirectly. It is difficult to truly anonymise data. Data that might be re-identified and attached
to an individual is referred to as pseudonymised data, and still falls within the definition of personal
data.339 This means that the majority of interactions between a child and an ISS result in the creation of
personal data.
220

The word data may seem impersonal. However, a child’s personal data includes the following
information;
Name
Home address
Voice messages

Age
Photographs
Personal appearance

Address
Phone number
Exam results

Email address
Weight at birth
Purchase history
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Financial status
Socio-economic status
Height
Predicted location
Sexual history
Favourite box sets
Allergies
Gaming habits
Clothes size
Hair colour
Location of school

Ethnicity
Political beliefs
Magazines read
Friendship groups
School
Country of origin
Current location
Dietary requirements
Fitness levels
Favourite vloggers
IP address

Preferred fashion brands
Preferred music genres and artists
Distinguishing physical markings
SMS messages sent and received
Number of smart devices owned
Number of followers on social media platforms
Propensity to make impulse purchases

Gender
Medical history
Search history
Sexual orientation
Beliefs
Sleep patterns
Preferred snacks
Food preferences
Hobbies
Languages spoken
Social media profiles
Call logs
Number of siblings
Value of family home
Weight
Typical daily schedule
Emotional state
Intelligence levels
Shoe size
Favourite football team
Openness to
advertising
In-app purchasing habits
Ability to afford products
School behaviour record
Passport number and travel history
Amount of make-up bought
Amount of time spent on social media, gaming or
tubing

It is now possible to collect, amalgamate, mine, store and retrieve personal data at a previously
unimaginable scale and speed. Information about a child held by online services can go beyond what any
friend or family member is likely to know. Perhaps even beyond what a child knows about themselves.
Services “likely to be accessed by children”
221 The Code applies to ISS “likely to be accessed by children”. 340 It is therefore not limited to those services
that are aimed at children. Rather, it includes the full range of commercial and non-commercial ISS that
children are likely to use, or that are likely to be accessing children’s data. We offer examples from a broad
and varied set of ISS to illustrate current industry norms and/or point to best practice. However, as
outlined in the Government’s Internet Safety Strategy Response, 341 most children spend the much of their
time using a small group of ISS. Our examples reflect this concentration.
“Specific Protection”
222 Children (under 18s) are often described as digital natives, but this term hides the fact that while they have
been swift to adopt digital services, most children remain low on the ladder of digital opportunities. 342
Knowing how to use a handful of online services does not translate to creative or knowledgeable use of
the digital environment, nor to an understanding of its purposes, structures and impacts.
223

Children represent 1/3rd of all users online, 1/5th in the UK.343 They share many of the same rights as adult
users but, by virtue of the vulnerabilities associated with their age and development stage, they have
additional needs and rights. The Age-Appropriate Design Code will set out in law a data regime that
reflects and respects the needs and rights of children, and in doing so, will embody the assertion of the
General Data Protection Regulations (“GDPR”) that states that “children merit specific protection”. 344
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APPENDIX B - CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT MILESTONES
224

The following observations taken from MindEd, 345 Piaget, UKCCIS, Unicef, Children’s Development
Institute, American Academy of Paediatrics and the International Association for Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry and Allied Professions346 give an overview of development capacity in the age ranges set out by
the Information Commissioner.
Note: this is a synthesis of multiple dimensions of childhood development including social, language, moral,
cognitive and emotional development. It is illustrative rather than exhaustive
Aged 3-5: Children are generally trusting and mostly self-involved

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children observe and imitate behaviour
Behaviour is influenced by reward and punishment
Tendency towards illogical, magical thinking
Can represent their experiences in speech, gesture and play
Begin to understand empathy through personal relationships
Tend to believe what they see
Cannot use logic to transform, combine or separate ideas
Play requires a constant flow of language that reinforces link between language and concrete
reality
Egocentric: assume that others perceive, think and feel the same way

Aged 6-9: Children start looking beyond the self to the social world, but have developed few critical
skills

•
•
•
•
•
•

Child’s sense of right and wrong is determined by the amount of damage that has been done
Attention span increases, e.g. a six year old can focus on a task for 15 minutes, while a nine year
old can focus on a task for an hour
Generally trusting of adult authority
Thinking becomes more logical and rational
Recognise others’ perspectives, but have difficulty with abstract concepts or thinking ahead
Habit-forming behaviour develops

Aged 10-12: Children start experimenting and risk-taking, and explore beyond family

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased independence
Become relatively less competent at social communication
Develop more questioning attitude towards authority
Wide range of complex emotions, relating to social life, including guilt, shame, pride
Only able to consider what they observe against a backdrop of what is possible
Are likely to take risks
Change aspects of themselves to fit in and be accepted by peers, who play an increasingly central
role in decision making

Aged 13-15: Children experience polarised emotions, tend towards short-term thinking, and peer
approval is paramount

•
•

Complete increasingly complex tasks
Are likely to take risks
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Look increasingly to peer group to determine features of identity and wellbeing
Develop attitude towards authority
Tendency to fierce intensity of high and low emotional experiences
Boys more likely to display externalising behaviours, including violence, aggression and
destructiveness; girls more likely to show internalising behaviours, including depression,
withdrawal, eating disorders, self-harm
While capable of adult-like abstract and logical thought, can struggle to make considered
decisions and/or plan for the consequences of their behaviour
Become relatively slower at tasks that require reasoning skills compared to their speed of
responding emotionally

Aged 16-17: Children are preparing for adulthood, exhibiting a broad range of maturities and
immaturities within this age bracket

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Able to examine thought processes and engage in abstract thoughts, including future projections
Use and understand abstract and hypothetical thinking, such as interpersonal relationships,
politics, philosophy, religion, morality
Think in a more strategic manner and can plan more effectively
Become self-aware and self-reflective. Increasing competence in managing emotions
Increased independence and self-reliance
Personal identity, future, skills and talents evolving
Brain still maturing rapidly
Emotional and behavioural development continues to inform identity development into early
adulthood
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APPENDIX C - DATA ROUTINELY GATHERED BY POPULAR SERVICES
The box below shows just some of the data collected by four popular ISS routinely used by children which are
indicative of industry norms.
Data Collected by Facebook Products, Amazon, Musical.ly and Roblox
Facebook Products:
• The content, communications and other information a child tells them when they set up their
account, create or share content

•

The pages they are connected to and view, the features they use, the actions they take, the people
they interact with and how long they spend on each activity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What device the child uses, what browser and network, and their IP address

•
•
•
•

The battery and signal strength on the child’s device

•

Information collected from cookies on a child’s device

Details about what they post or Like
Anything anyone else shares about the child or tags them in
The child’s address book, if it’s synced to Facebook
The child’s telephone call log or SMS log history, if it’s synced to Facebook
The child’s photos (if their phone is synced to Facebook and they have approved those settings)
The child’s debit card details, billing delivery, contact details and what they’ve bought, if they make
any financial transaction including buying a game or making a donation on Facebook
The child’s location through the device that they use
Which devices the child has used to log into Facebook
Information from advertisers, app developers and publishers who provide information about
activities off Facebook, including how the child uses the services (e.g. what games they play or
what purchases they make)

Note: Facebook is nominally available only to those 13 and over, but large numbers of children under 13 use
the site. A CBBC study in 2016 found that, of the 78% of under 13s using at least one social media network,
Facebook was the most popular; 49% claiming to be users.
Amazon:
• Product or services searches

•
•
•
•
•

Uploaded contacts, including the email addresses of friends and other people

•
•
•

Information about internet-connected devices and services

Location of device or computer
Information and documents regarding identity
Device log files and Wi-Fi credentials
Uniform Resource Locators (“URL”) clickstream to, through and from Amazon’s website (including
the date and time), cookie number, products and content viewed or searched for, length of visits to
certain pages, page interaction information (such as scrolling, clicks and mouse-overs)
Credit history information from credit bureaus
File name, dates, times and location of uploaded images and files
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•

Content interaction information, such as content downloads, streams and playback details
including duration and number of streams and downloads, network details, including information
about a user’s service provider

Note: Amazon clearly states that their Services are only for children with the “involvement” of a parent or
guardian. Nonetheless, Amazon sites were the 6th most accessed site by children aged 6-14 from desktop
and laptop computers (May 2017) and 24% of 12-15-year olds watch Amazon Prime.
Musical.ly:
Musical.ly collects; browsing records, behavioural information, including engagement scores (Likes,
comments, repeated views), information about linking contact or subscriber information with activity across
Services (by linking activity on the Musical.ly app across all devices using email or social media log-in
details), photographs, and personal data in connection with videos that are uploaded. This is shared with;
• business partners
• advertisers and advertising networks
• suppliers and subcontractors
• analytics and search engine providers
• Joining age 13+
Roblox

•

Partners with third party advertising companies to use cookies, beacons, tags, tracking pixels and
scripts and other tracking technologies to collect data such as IP address, device ID, and other
information about a user’s computer or device, as well as internet and online usage information
and information about certain activities on the service, including purchases and in-game
information

•

Provides information to third party advertising companies, including information about a user’s
visits to the service and other websites, referred to as “behaviorally-targeted” or “re-targeted
advertisements”

•

Shares anonymised, aggregated, automatically-collected, or otherwise non-personal data with
third parties for advertisements and promotions

•

Processes location information for services such as targeted or geo-based advertising
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APPENDIX D - ICO GUIDELINES
On children’s consent to processing personal data:
• Only children aged 13 or over are able to provide their own consent; when under 13, parental
consent is required

•
•

ISS should take reasonable efforts to ensure that anyone who provides consent is over 13

•

Children may give their consent, unless it is evident that they are acting against their own best
interests

•
•

Consent must be freely given; any imbalance in power should be taken into account

•

The age of a child and the complexity of what a service expects them to understand should be
taken into account when assessing the competence of a child to consent

A child must understand what they are consenting to, otherwise the consent is not ‘informed’ and
therefore invalid

The competence of a child must be considered, and whether they understand the implications of
the collection and processing of their personal data

On communicating the ISS’ use of a child’s personal data, privacy notices must:
• Be clear and accessible, and written in concise and plain, age-appropriate language

•

Provide children with transparent and clear information, which explains who a service is and how
their data will be processed

•

Explain to children why a service requires personal data and what they will do with it in a way that
they can understand

•

Explain the risks of processing data, and how a service intends to safeguard against them, in a child
friendly way, so that children (and their parents) understand the implications of sharing
information

•
•
•

Tell children the rights they have over their personal data

•
•

Provide child-friendly and adult-friendly versions of privacy notices

Educate children about the need to protect their personal data
Distinguish between addressing a 10 year old child and a 16 year old child, and consider providing
different versions of privacy notices if an ISS audience covers a broad age range
Present privacy notices in a way that is appealing to a young audience, using child-friendly
diagrams, cartoons, graphics and videos, dashboard, layered and just in time notices, icons and
symbols
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